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Summary: 

Sputnik V - the "world's first registered" vaccine against Covid-19 - with this statement, Rus-

sian President Vladimir Putin announced Russia's lead in the fight against the pandemic in 

August 2020. Since then, the state-owned media RT and Sputnik have been reporting on the 

worldwide triumph of the vaccine - omitting the fact that China had already approved a vac-

cine against Covid-19 one month earlier, which means that Russia was de facto not the first 

country in the world to register a Covid-19 vaccine. This analysis examines the methods of 

disinformation being used to prove Russia's scientific lead, while portraying Western compet-

itors in a very negative light. Sputnik V is an instrument of "soft power" through which Russia 

is trying to gain influence worldwide. In order to evaluate how successful the Russian infor-

mation policy was, this analysis examines the perception of the benefits of Sputnik V in six dif-

ferent countries. In early 2021, Kazakhstan’s and Serbia’s relations to Russia were positively 

affected. Similar opportunities would have existed for Germany and Slovakia, since both gov-

ernments were very willing to cooperate with Russia. In the case of Germany, however, this 

opportunity was lost due to a lack of cooperation and transparency on Russia’s part. In Slo-

vakia, the government crisis over the use of Sputnik V has had a detrimental effect. For 

France and Great Britain, neither an improvement of the epidemiological situation through 

the Russian vaccine nor a success of the overall Sputnik V campaign are expected. This anal-

ysis is based on 130 news reports from the Russian state-owned media RT and Sputnik, the 

international press and the Russian independent press. 

 

1. Initial situation and objectives of the analysis 

 

On August 11, 2020, Russia's President Vladimir Putin surprised the global public with the 

news that Russia had approved the first vaccine against Covid-19. The vaccine with the scien-

tific name Gam-COVID-Vac was named Sputnik V - the letter V standing for victory. The 

name is a reference to the first Soviet satellite in space, Sputnik 1. In 1957, the Soviet Union 

had surprised the world in the so-called "Sputnik crisis", surpassing the US in the race to de-

velop technologies for space travel.1 With Sputnik V, Russia once again challenged the West-

ern countries - in a race for vaccines. The aim was not only to be the first nation to develop a 

vaccine, but also to demonstrate its superiority over Western vaccines in terms of effective-

ness and safety.  

The state-owned Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF) has financed the development of 

Sputnik V and is organizing the worldwide distribution of the vaccine. The RDIF, headed by 

Kirill Dmitriev, has launched a global information campaign with the aim of attracting as 

many countries as possible as buyers and producers of the Russian vaccine. The campaign’s 

content is disseminated by the RDIF and the marketing company for Sputnik V through all 

major social media channels and the Russian state-owned media. 

                                                           

1 Juri Rescheto: „Sputnik V“: Putins Corona-Prestigeobjet, Dw.com, August 13, 2020, 

https://www.dw.com/de/sputnik-v-putins-corona-prestigeobjekt/a-54556071 
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From the very beginning, the effectiveness and safety of the Russian vaccine was subject to 

international doubt. In some countries, the vaccine ordered from Russia could not be used ini-

tially. In spring 2021, the Slovak State Institute for Drug Control (ŠÚKL) found that the com-

position of the vaccine delivered was different from the one the scientific journal "The Lan-

cet" had certified as highly effective. Because data from the manufacturer was missing, the 

ŠÚKL was not able to adequately test the vaccine and thus did not approve it initially.2 In 

Brazil, the Health Regulatory Agency Anvisa also rejected approval, stating that there was not 

enough data on the effectiveness and safety of the vaccine. In addition, the Brazilians had 

found indications that replicable viruses might be present in the vaccine, which would pose a 

risk to people with weakened immune systems.3  

 

 
Source: Statista.com 

 

Russia's trial and approval process has also come under criticism, since Sputnik V was mar-

keted and exported before the necessary Phase III of clinical trials had been completed. As of 

August 2021, the European Medicines Agency's (EMA) has not been able to complete its re-

view process. Approval remains uncertain because the manufacturer has not succeeded in 

providing "sufficient valid data to prove the vaccine’s safety," President of the European 

Commission Ursula von der Leyen told Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland (Editor Network 

                                                           

2 Stöber, Silvia: Slowakei zweifelt an Sputnik V, tagesschau.de, April 8, 2021, https://www.tagess-

chau.de/ausland/europa/corona-sputnik-impfstoff-slowakei-101.html 

3 Brasilien verweigert die Zulassung des Sputnik-V-Impfstoffs, pharmazeutische-zeitung.de, May 3, 2021, 

https://www.pharmazeutische-zeitung.de/brasilien-verweigert-die-zulassung-des-sputnik-v-impfstoffs-125390/ 
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Germany, RND).4 In June 2021, a WHO delegation criticized shortcomings at the Russian 

production plant Pharmstandard-UfaVITA. By the end of the reporting period, this process 

was also still pending.5 To date, there is no evaluation of Sputnik V carried out independently 

of Russia.6 

Despite the criticism, Sputnik V is being actively marketed around the world, and 67 coun-

tries had approved the vaccine by June 2021.7 India and South Korea are by far the largest 

buyers, and the Russian vaccine is also produced locally in these countries.8 According to Sta-

tista, 765 million doses of Sputnik V had been ordered worldwide by March 2021.9 This 

makes Sputnik V, which was developed by the Gamaleya Research Institute of Epidemiology 

and Microbiology, the 5th most widely used vaccine in the world.10  

 

In the EU, the Russian vaccine was controversial from the beginning due to doubts about its 

safety, and unilateral actions by some states also called into question the solidarity among the 

EU member states. Hungary and Slovakia ordered Sputnik V without waiting for approval by 

the EMA. The German Federal Government confirmed at the beginning of April that it was 

negotiating the purchase of Sputnik V, although its use would be subject to EMA approval.11  

 

The purpose of this analysis is to examine the Sputnik V campaign that Russia has been ac-

tively promoting through its media, especially its foreign media channels RT and Sput-

nik/SNA, which are funded and controlled by the state and thus disseminate the policy of the 

                                                           

4 Von der Leyen: Für Zulassung von Sputnik V fehlen valide Daten, aerzteblatt.de, August 4, 2021, 

https://www.aerzteblatt.de/nachrichten/126139/Von-der-Leyen-Fuer-Zulassung-von-Sputnik-V-fehlen-valide-

Daten 

5 WHO cites concerns about Russian Sputnik V plant, which says issues resolved, Reuters.com, June 23, 2021, 

https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/who-review-finds-issues-with-one-russian-sput-

nik-v-manufacturing-plant-2021-06-23/ 

6 Ibidem - Andreas Rinke, Emilio Parodi: EU approval of Russia's Sputnik V vaccine delayed, sources say, 

Reuters.com, June 16, 2021, https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/eu-approval-russias-sputnik-v-vaccine-de-

layed-sources-say-2021-06-16/ 

7 Sputnik V, https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sputnik_V 

8 Number of doses of the COVID-26 vaccine Sputnik V ordered from Russia or agreed to be produced abroad as 

of August 26, 2021, by country, Statista.com, August 30, 2021, https://www.statista.com/statistics/1123927/sput-

nik-v-exports-from-russia-by-country/ 

9 Statista Research Department: Sputnik V Covid-19 vaccine – statistics & facts, Statista.com, June 24, 2021, 

https://www.statista.com/topics/7762/sputnik-v-covid-19-vaccine/ 

10 Drug manufacturers with the highest number of ordered Covid-19 vaccine doses as of March 2021, 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/1195971/number-of-covid-19-vaccine-doses-by-manufacturer/ 

11 Expertin warnt vor Notfallzulassung von Sputnik V in Europa, spiegel.de, March 8, 2021, https://www.spie-

gel.de/wissenschaft/medizin/corona-ungarn-setzt-den-stoff-bereits-ein-expertin-warnt-vor-notfallzulassung-von-

sputnik-v-in-europa-a-9c394b63-e5d5-4451-afc5-3b3f9137ffb7. – Brasilien verweigert, (Fn.3) 

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/eu-approval-russias-sputnik-v-vaccine-delayed-sources-say-2021-06-16/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/eu-approval-russias-sputnik-v-vaccine-delayed-sources-say-2021-06-16/
https://www.statista.com/topics/7762/sputnik-v-covid-19-vaccine/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1195971/number-of-covid-19-vaccine-doses-by-manufacturer/
https://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/medizin/corona-ungarn-setzt-den-stoff-bereits-ein-expertin-warnt-vor-notfallzulassung-von-sputnik-v-in-europa-a-9c394b63-e5d5-4451-afc5-3b3f9137ffb7
https://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/medizin/corona-ungarn-setzt-den-stoff-bereits-ein-expertin-warnt-vor-notfallzulassung-von-sputnik-v-in-europa-a-9c394b63-e5d5-4451-afc5-3b3f9137ffb7
https://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaft/medizin/corona-ungarn-setzt-den-stoff-bereits-ein-expertin-warnt-vor-notfallzulassung-von-sputnik-v-in-europa-a-9c394b63-e5d5-4451-afc5-3b3f9137ffb7
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Russian government.12 In a second step, the statements about Sputnik V in these media were 

compared with the perception and actual use of Sputnik V in the respective countries. This 

shows to which extent the presentation of information in these media actually corresponded to 

the reality in the target countries. The analysis also examines Russian "soft power" abroad. In 

Joseph Nye's theory of world politics, soft power is defined as the "ability to change the be-

havior of states".13 The use of media is an important element of soft power and the Sputnik V 

vaccination campaign, which was disseminated through the media, is a special case of this. 

The export of Sputnik V was interpreted by political observers as an attempt to improve Rus-

sia's heavily strained relations with the West. This analysis will show whether Russia has 

achieved this goal with its vaccination campaign. 

 

 

 

2. Sources and methodology 

 

The countries examined are Germany, France, Great Britain, Serbia, Kazakhstan, Slovakia 

and Russia. 60 news reports by the Russian state-owned media RT and Sputnik in the respec-

tive national languages (RT DE, Sputnik Srbija, etc.) were used as source material, covering a 

period from the approval of Sputnik in Russia in August 2020 to June 2021. Following the 

standard method of critical source analysis in historical science, the most important statements 

about Sputnik V were extracted and the statements and evidence given were checked. In a 

second step, a text corpus of 60 articles from the international press in English, German and 

French was compiled (The Guardian, New York Times, Le Monde, Süddeutsche Zeitung, 

FAZ, The Economist and others). According to the method of linguistic discourse analysis by 

Ekkehard Felder, controversial topics, so-called agonal centers, were defined.14 These show 

controversial interpretations of certain events, which were portrayed differently in the Russian 

and the international press. 

In a fourth step, a text corpus of ten articles from Russia's independent press was compiled 

(Novaya Gazeta, The Insider, TV Dožd', Meduza). Here, too, all statements on controversial 

topics were extracted and compared with their representation in the Russian state-owned me-

dia. 

 

 

3. Findings 

 

3.1.  Agonal centers (controversial interpretations) 

                                                           

12 Spahn, Susanne: Russian media in Germany. How Russian information warfare and disinformation have af-

fected Germany. Potsdam 2020, https://www.freiheit.org/east-and-southeast-europe/russian-media-germany 

13 Nye, Joseph S.: Soft Power, in: Foreign Policy 1990/80, pp. 153-171, see p. 155 

14 Felder, Ekkehard: Pragma-semiotische Textarbeit und der hermeneutische Nutzen von Korpusanalysen für 

die linguistische Mediendiskursanalyse, in: Ekkehard Felder, Marcus Müller and Friedemann Vogel (ed.): Kor-

puspragmatik. Thematische Korpora als Basis diskurslinguistischer Analysen. Berlin, Boston 2012, p. 115-174 
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When comparing the portrayal of events in the country-specific editions of RT and Sputnik 

with news reports in the international press, the following agonal centers, i.e. controversial in-

terpretations of events and facts, were found: the evaluation of the Sputnik V vaccine, the 

marketing of the Russian vaccine, the assessment of national governments or decision-mak-

ers, problems with the use of Sputnik V in the respective country, the (possible) benefits of 

Sputnik V for the respective country, and the assessment of the export success of the Russian 

vaccine. 

 

3.1.1. Presentation of information in the Russian state-owned media RT and Sputnik 

 

There are common narratives in the way the Russian state-owned media RT and Sputnik/SNA 

reported on agonal centers in all six countries. These relate to the evaluation of the Sputnik V 

vaccine, which is described as highly effective and "absolutely" safe in all articles examined. 

President Putin himself promotes the vaccine and describes it as "safe and effective".15 Adjec-

tives such as "groundbreaking," "spectacular" and "phenomenal" are used to assess the Rus-

sian invention. The meaning of the name Sputnik V - V for victory - is also emphasized and a 

parallel is drawn to the Sputnik satellite from 1957.16 A common claim is that Sputnik V is 

"one of the world's best" vaccines, better and safer than any Western vaccine.17 As evidence, 

the Western vaccines, and Pfizer/BioNTech in particular, are claimed to have "massive disad-

vantages" and "major health risks", such as severe side effects and a high mortality.18 

Moderna was reported to cause genetic disorders.19  

 

Western vaccines are cast in the negative context of "big pharma," a profit-driven pharmaceu-

tical industry that is cashing in on the Corona epidemic. According to the narrative, Russia on 

the other hand, is striving to save lives and fight the pandemic. This also touches on another 

controversial issue: the marketing of Sputnik. In the news reports by RT and Sputnik, it be-

comes apparent that Russia sees itself as competing with Western countries. The number of 

states in which Sputnik V is currently approved as well as indications of the highest possible 

                                                           

15 Wladimir Putin plädiert für Massenimpfung gegen COVID-19: Russischer Impfstoff sicher und effizient, 

De.rt.com. December 17, 2020, https://de.rt.com/russland/110677-wladimir-putin-plaediert-fuer-massenimp-

fung-gegen-covid-19/ 

16 V für "Victory": Exklusivinterview mit Chef des Gamaleja-Instituts über Corona-Impfstoff Sputnik V, 

De.rt.com, December 23, 2020, https://de.rt.com/russland/110929-v-fur-victory-exklusiv-interview/ 

17 Jewgeni Odinokow: Sputnik V erzielt höhere Wirksamkeit bei Impfkampagne, Snanews.de, April 19, 2021, 

https://snanews.de/20210419/sputnik-v-wirksamkeit-1771450.html 

18 V für "Victory", (Fn. 16).- Is Pfizer quietly targeting other vaccines, while holding back on its own safety 

record?, Sputniknews.com, April 23, 2021, https://sputniknews.com/world/202104231082693859-is-pfizer-qui-

etly-targeting-other-vaccines-while-holding-back-on-its-own-safety-record-/ 

19 Antiruske igre: Rusija osudila proglašenje „Moderne“ za najbolju vakcinu, Sputnik Srbija, May 6, 2021, 

https://rs-lat.sputniknews.com/rusija/202105061125269926-antiruske-igre-i-politizovana-odluka-rusija-osudila-

proglasenje-moderne-za-najbolju-vakcinu/ 

https://de.rt.com/russland/110929-v-fur-victory-exklusiv-interview/
https://snanews.de/20210419/sputnik-v-wirksamkeit-1771450.html
https://sputniknews.com/world/202104231082693859-is-pfizer-quietly-targeting-other-vaccines-while-holding-back-on-its-own-safety-record-/
https://sputniknews.com/world/202104231082693859-is-pfizer-quietly-targeting-other-vaccines-while-holding-back-on-its-own-safety-record-/
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effectiveness of the Russian vaccine are an integral part of reports and a "race for effective-

ness" can be observed. RT and Sputnik regularly respond to reports on the effectiveness of 

Western vaccines with figures that exceed those of Western manufacturers. The effectiveness 

of Sputnik V is claimed to be 97.6 percent,20 and even 100 percent when it comes to prevent-

ing severe cases.21 When the security of Sputnik V is criticized, RT and Sputnik do not objec-

tively discuss this, but deny the criticism claiming it to be "fake news".22 

 

Governments and politicians who deal with the question of deploying Sputnik V in their re-

spective country are assessed according to their attitude towards the Russian vaccine. Politi-

cians who are already using Sputnik V in their countries or who are interested in purchasing it 

are described in a positive light. The governments of Kazakhstan and Serbia - the second state 

in the world and the second state in Europe to produce Sputnik V - are presented as role mod-

els. The German Minister-Presidents Markus Söder and Michael Kretschmer are also por-

trayed positively and in great detail in all international editions.23 Special attention was given 

to former Slovak Prime Minister Igor Matovič, who had to resign due to his unauthorized and 

secretive ordering of Sputnik V. He is presented as an honest politician fighting for the health 

of his citizens against all political odds.24 The rather reserved stance of British and French 

politicians, on the other hand, is explained with "political bias". The EMA also receives spe-

cial attention, as well as Thierry Breton, the European Commissioner for Internal Market, 

who is accused of "misleading the public with biased statements about Sputnik" and of refus-

ing to negotiate a purchase agreement for political reasons.25  

 

This corresponds to the way problems with Sputnik V are portrayed in countries where the 

vaccine is not being used yet, such as Germany, France, the United Kingdom, and - until June 

2021 - Slovakia. These problems are consistently explained with political discrimination 

against Russia, sabotage, disinformation, fake news and smear campaigns. Another integral 

                                                           

20 Jewgeni Odinokow, (Fn. 17) 

21 Le vaccin russe Spoutnik V efficace contre la nouvelle souche du Covid-19, RT France, December 22, 2021, 

https://francais.rt.com/international/82030-vaccin-russe-sputnik-vefficace-contre-nouvelle-csouche-covid-19 

22 Creators of Russia’s Sputnik V Covid-19 jab slam ‘fake news’ from Brazil after country’s regulator Anvisa 

refuses to approve it, RT.com, April 29, 2021, https://www.rt.com/russia/522481-brazil-delay-approval-sputnikv/ 

23 Nikolaj Jolkin: Kretschmer wirbt von Moskau aus für schnellere deutschlandweite Zulassung von „Sputnik 

V“, Snanews.de, April 24, 2021, https://snanews.de/20210423/kretschmer-moskau-sputnik-v-1835818.html. - 

Премијер Баварске: Одобрите вакцину „Спутњик Ве“ што пре, Sputnik Srbija, March 27, 2021, 

https://rs.sputniknews.com/evropa/202103271124951341-premijer-bavarske-odobrite-vakcinu-sputnjik-ve-sto-

pre/ 

24 Slovenský expremiér Matovič: Bylo jen otázkou času, kdy se schválí použití Sputniku na Slovensku, cz.sput-

niknews.com, May 26, 2021, https://cz.sputniknews.com/20210526/slovensky-expremier-matovic-bylo-jen-otaz-

kou-casu-kdy-se-schvali-pouziti-sputniku-na-slovensku-14629336.html 

25 Team behind Russia’s Sputnik V Covid-19 vaccine blasts ‘biased’ EU commissioner for ‘misleading public,’ 

as bloc weighs approval, RT.com, April 20, 2021, https://www.rt.com/russia/521612-sputnikv-eu-commissioner-

bias/ 

https://francais.rt.com/international/82030-vaccin-russe-sputnik-vefficace-contre-nouvelle-csouche-covid-19
https://www.rt.com/russia/522481-brazil-delay-approval-sputnikv/
https://snanews.de/20210423/kretschmer-moskau-sputnik-v-1835818.html
https://www.rt.com/russia/521612-sputnikv-eu-commissioner-bias/
https://www.rt.com/russia/521612-sputnikv-eu-commissioner-bias/
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part of news coverage is the claim that "big pharma" and "politicians" are conducting an "ac-

tive and well-funded campaign" against Sputnik V "to discredit the Russian vaccine"26 – a 

claim that is neither credible nor substantiated. Negative reports about Sputnik V are ascribed 

to a conspiracy of Western pharmaceutical companies with the aim to prevent its market entry 

in the EU.27 

 

Regarding the benefits of Sputnik V for the countries examined, the leading role of Russia's 

vaccine in the fight against Covid 19 is consistently emphasized. According to RT, Russia 

would be able to vaccinate 50 million people in the EU.28 Alexander Repik, CEO of the Rus-

sian company R-Pharm, said in an interview with RT DE that the company planned to pro-

duce ten million doses of Sputnik V per month in Bavaria, Germany.29 There were also re-

ports of an agreement to produce Sputnik V in France30 – which the French side denied, how-

ever.31 Regarding the UK, it is repeatedly reported that Sputnik V was very effective even for 

mutations of the virus.32 In the case of Kazakhstan, the importance of Sputnik V as the only 

available vaccine when public vaccinations began on February 1, 2021, is emphasized.33 The 

Serbian edition of Sputniknews reports on the rapid progress of vaccination in Serbia and the 

positive role of Sputnik V, combined with direct advertising: "Vaccination at any point and 

without registration, starting tomorrow with "Sputnik V"".34 

 

The worldwide export success of Sputnik V is highlighted by constantly mentioning the cur-

rent number of countries that have registered Sputnik V. Kazakhstan and Serbia are cited as 

                                                           

26 Russland widerspricht BILD: Verhandlungen über Kauf von Sputnik V-Impfstoff gehen weiter, De.rt.com, 

May 9, 2021, https://de.rt.com/international/117235-russland-widerspricht-bild-verhandlungen-uber/ 

27 Један број фармацеутских корпорација се уротио против руске вакцине „Спутњик Ве“, Sputnik Srbija, 

May 9, 2021, https://rs.sputniknews.com/rusija/202105091125305740-jedan-broj-farmaceutskih-korporacija-se-

urotio-protiv-ruske-vakcine-sputnjik-ve/ 

28 Team behind Russia’s Sputnik V, (Fn. 25) 

29 Russischer Pharma-Unternehmer will in Bayern "Sputnik V" produzieren, RT DE, April 22, 2021, 

https://de.rt.com/kurzclips/116449-russischer-pharma-unternehmer-will-in-bayern-produzieren/ 

30 Despite months-long EU approval process, bloc members already lining up to produce Sputnik V, makers of 

Russian Covid-19 jab say, RT.com, March 15, 2021, https://www.rt.com/russia/518147-european-union-produce-

sputnik/ 

31 Paris denies Russian reports of agreement to produce Sputnik in France, Euractiv.com, March 10, 2021, 

https://www.euractiv.com/section/global-europe/news/paris-denies-russian-reports-of-agreement-to-produce-

sputnik-in-france/ 

32 Russian Vaccines Effective Against COVID Mutations “Scaring Everyone in Europe”, Putin says, Sput-

niknews.com, March 1, 2021, https://sputniknews.com/world/202103011082217714-russian-vaccines-effective-

against-covid-mutations-scaring-everyone-in-europe-putin-says/ 

33Айсулу Жумагулова:  Что изменится в Казахстане с 1 февраля,  Sputnik.kz, Febuary 1, 2021, 

https://ru.sputnik.kz/spravka/20210201/16175630/chto-izmenitsya-kazakhstan-1-fevralya.html 

34 Четири милиона вакцинисаних у Србији ― карта за повратак у нормалан живот, Sputnik Srbija, April 

21, 2021, https://rs.sputniknews.com/zivot/202104211125146618-cetiri-miliona-vakcinisanih-u-srbiji--karta-za-

povratak-u-normalan-zivot/ 

https://de.rt.com/international/117235-russland-widerspricht-bild-verhandlungen-uber/
https://de.rt.com/kurzclips/116449-russischer-pharma-unternehmer-will-in-bayern-produzieren/
https://www.rt.com/russia/518147-european-union-produce-sputnik/
https://www.rt.com/russia/518147-european-union-produce-sputnik/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/global-europe/news/paris-denies-russian-reports-of-agreement-to-produce-sputnik-in-france/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/global-europe/news/paris-denies-russian-reports-of-agreement-to-produce-sputnik-in-france/
https://sputniknews.com/world/202103011082217714-russian-vaccines-effective-against-covid-mutations-scaring-everyone-in-europe-putin-says/
https://sputniknews.com/world/202103011082217714-russian-vaccines-effective-against-covid-mutations-scaring-everyone-in-europe-putin-says/
https://ru.sputnik.kz/authors/aisulu_abdrahmanova/
https://ru.sputnik.kz/spravka/20210201/16175630/chto-izmenitsya-kazakhstan-1-fevralya.html
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important examples of the successful cooperation and production of Sputnik V. In Slovakia, 

the ŠÚKL is deemed responsible for the problems with the use of the vaccine, as it "deliber-

ately discredited" the Russian vaccine and wanted to undermine the negotiations with Mos-

cow.35  

 

Great Britain and the USA are seen as exceptions. According to a report by Businessinsider, 

RDIF’s CEO Dmitriev explained this with "political constraints" in these countries, which 

was why an application for approval in the USA and Great Britain was "not a priority". How-

ever, a cooperation with AstraZeneca is envisaged for the UK.36 "Big pharma" and the EU are 

considered to be the most important obstacles to the export of Sputnik V. According to Sput-

nik Česká republika, they are "fighting" against the vaccine and "blocking" it because they are 

afraid to compete with the better vaccine from Russia.37 

 

3.1.2. Presentation of information in the international press 

 

The analysis also comprised a total of 60 international news reports in English, German, 

French and Russian, published online by internationally known media and agencies such as 

The Guardian, BBC, Le Monde, Reuters, AFP, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Astana Times, Radio 

Liberty, Wall Street Journal, etc., as well as some regional media such as MDR, Ouest-

France, etc. 

 

In their evaluation of Sputnik V, international news reports acknowledged its better storage 

and delivery possibilities as well as its comparatively moderate price as advantages.38 Most of 

the publications examined, however, expressed doubts about the vaccine's effectiveness and 

safety, because the RDIF's various statements on its effectiveness were not backed up with 

verifiable data, the only reference being a press release by the fund. The Russian state-owned 

media regularly cited a publication in the scientific journal "The Lancet" in February 2021 as 

scientific confirmation, which indicated an effectiveness of 91.6 percent. But even this publi-

cation has been called into question by international scientists, claiming that Phase III of the 

                                                           

35 „Jsme na Slovensku, takže zlý jsem já.“ Matovič zúčtoval s Čaputovou kvůli Sputniku V, Cz.spu-

tniknews.com, April 16, 2021, https://cz.sputniknews.com/20210416/jsme-na-slovensku-takze-zly-jsem-ja-mato-

vic-zuctoval-s-caputovou-kvuli-sputniku-v-13488781.html 

36 Andrew Dunn: The Leader of Russia`s COVID-19 vaccine program says the shot won’t be available in the 

US or UK any time soon, Businessinsider.com, Febuary 2, 2021, https://www.businessinsider.com/us-uk-ap-

proval-not-priority-russia-covid-19-vaccine-sputnik-v-2021-2 

37 „Proto Big Pharma a EU bojují proti Sputniku V.“ Ruští vývojáři zveřejnili údaje o jiných vakcínách, cz.sput-

niknews.com, April 26, 2021, https://cz.sputniknews.com/20210426/proto-big-pharma-a-eu-bojuji-proti-sput-

niku-v-rusti-vyvojari-zverejnili-udaje-o-jinych-vakcinach-14287825.html 

38 Sarah Schiffling, Liz Breen: Russian COVID vaccine: why more and more countries are turning to Sput-

nik V, Theconversation.com, April 20, 2021, https://theconversation.com/russian-covid-vaccine-why-more-and-

more-countries-are-turning-to-sputnik-v-159158 

https://theconversation.com/russian-covid-vaccine-why-more-and-more-countries-are-turning-to-sputnik-v-159158
https://theconversation.com/russian-covid-vaccine-why-more-and-more-countries-are-turning-to-sputnik-v-159158
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clinical trials cannot be independently verified due to a lack of data.39 A particularly frequent 

complaint was that the trial protocol, which would allow verification of the trial procedure, 

has not yet been made available. The exclusion of test subjects in the course of the trial and 

the manipulation of data were also criticized.40 

 

Regarding the vaccine's marketing, international media criticized the "extremely populist" and 

"aggressive" campaign in social media, which was "unprecedented even in comparison with 

the Cold War". By advertising on Twitter to spread content on Sputnik V, Russia was violat-

ing EU regulations for pharmaceutical companies. The Russian vaccine was seen as a political 

tool to divide the EU.41 The fact that Sputnik V was used in Hungary and Slovakia allegedly 

served Russia as precedent for bringing the vaccine onto the European market, bypassing the 

EMA. The export of Sputnik V to the small state of San Marino bordering Italy was also con-

sidered "a Trojan horse" destroying the unity of the EU.42 Marketing methods focusing on un-

substantiated negative features of Western vaccines were also criticized. When it became 

known that French and German bloggers had been influenced to spread negative reports about 

the Western vaccines Pfizer/BioNTech in return for money, this was heavily criticized as 

well. According to media reports, the Moscow-based businesswoman Yulia Serebryanskaya, 

who has worked for state-owned media and President Putin's election campaign in the past, 

was behind this.43  

 

The role of national governments and politicians supporting Sputnik V was viewed critically, 

especially in the British press. The Guardian claimed that Russia's policy of divide et impera 

was only successful because countries such as Germany and Slovakia played along. It was ir-

relevant whether Sputnik V was actually delivered or not, because Russia had already 

achieved its goal: to pit EU states against each other and weaken confidence in the EU's vac-

cine procurement program.44 Former Slovak Prime Minister Matovič, in particular, was heav-

ily criticized for triggering a government crisis with his secret negotiations with Moscow and 

for making himself a "tool in Russia's hybrid war." Serbia’s President Aleksandar Vučić, on 

                                                           

39 Tina Pokern: Kritik ebbt nicht ab. "Sputnik V, wir haben ein Problem": Studien-Ergebnisse zum Impfstoff 

bleiben widersprüchlich. Wackelt die Zulassung?, Stern.de, May 14, 2021, https://www.stern.de/gesundheit/-

sputnik-v--wir-haben-ein-problem---studien-ergebnisse-zum-impfstoff-bleiben-widerspruechlich-30526940.html 

40 Wissenschaftler: Zweifel an Daten zu Sputnik V, Mdr.de, April 30, 2021, https://www.mdr.de/wissen/corona-

impfstoff-forscher-daten-wirksamkeit-sputnik-v-100.html 

41 Mark Scott, Carlo Martuscelli: Meet Sputnik V, Russia’s trash-talking coronavirus vaccine, Politico.eu, April 

1, 2021, https://www.politico.eu/article/russia-coronavirus-vaccine-disinformation-sputnik/ 

42 Jörg Seisselberg: Sputnik-Impfung in San Marino. Trojanisches Pferd oder Retter in der Not?, Tages-

schau.de, March 1, 2021, https://www.tagesschau.de/ausland/europa/corona-impfen-san-marino-101.html 

43 Mark Krutov et al.: Exclusive: Meet The Murky Russian Network Behind An Anti-Pfizer Disinformation 

Drive In Europe, Rferl.org, May 27, 2021, https://www.rferl.org/a/russia-pfizer-covid-disinformation-serebryan-

skaya-murky-vaccine-influencers/31277170.html 

44 Jon Henley: Is Russia’s Covid vaccine anything more than a political weapon?, Theguardian.com, April 30, 

2021, https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/apr/30/is-russias-covid-vaccine-anything-more-than-a-politi-

cal-weapon-sputnik-v 

https://www.stern.de/gesundheit/-sputnik-v--wir-haben-ein-problem---studien-ergebnisse-zum-impfstoff-bleiben-widerspruechlich-30526940.html
https://www.stern.de/gesundheit/-sputnik-v--wir-haben-ein-problem---studien-ergebnisse-zum-impfstoff-bleiben-widerspruechlich-30526940.html
https://www.mdr.de/wissen/corona-impfstoff-forscher-daten-wirksamkeit-sputnik-v-100.html
https://www.mdr.de/wissen/corona-impfstoff-forscher-daten-wirksamkeit-sputnik-v-100.html
https://www.politico.eu/article/russia-coronavirus-vaccine-disinformation-sputnik/
https://www.rferl.org/a/russia-pfizer-covid-disinformation-serebryanskaya-murky-vaccine-influencers/31277170.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/russia-pfizer-covid-disinformation-serebryanskaya-murky-vaccine-influencers/31277170.html
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/apr/30/is-russias-covid-vaccine-anything-more-than-a-political-weapon-sputnik-v
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/apr/30/is-russias-covid-vaccine-anything-more-than-a-political-weapon-sputnik-v
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the other hand, was himself trying to use Sputnik V as a political tool, the NZZ wrote. He was 

believed to be following in the footsteps of former Yugoslav President Tito, wanting to be-

come the regional leader in the Balkans through the supply of vaccines.45 This was also serv-

ing the reputation of China and Russia, which were perceived as the saviors of Serbia.46  

 

The international press did not see any problems with the use and production of Sputnik V in 

Kazakhstan and Serbia. The problem of missing data and the lack of approval by the EMA 

were unanimously cited as the reasons why the vaccine could not be used in certain countries 

(DEU, FRA) or only used starting in June (SVK). It was also reported that Russia was slow-

ing down the process by delaying the visit of European inspectors in facilities producing Sput-

nik V in Russia.47  

 

The (potential) benefits of Sputnik V for the examined countries were assessed very differ-

ently. In Germany, the Minister-Presidents of three Federal States had secured contingents in 

preliminary contracts with Russia. The German government held talks with Russia about a 

possible delivery of Sputnik V to Germany, which was made dependent on the vaccine’s ap-

proval by the EMA.48 The German Ministry of Health stated: "Any vaccine is welcome."49 

However, Germany’s Health Minister Jens Spahn said in April that the Russian vaccine 

would have to arrive within the next three to five months, because after that, sufficient vac-

cines would be available through EU orders.50 CDU politician and MEP Peter Liese also criti-

cized the fact that the Russian manufacturer R-Pharm, based in Illertissen, Bavaria, did not 

provide any information on the timing and volume of the planned delivery. The planned local 

production of Sputnik V was thus uncertain.51 Nevertheless, politicians from all German par-

ties showed a long-term interest in Sputnik V and emphasized that there were no fundamental 

objections: "Any vaccine that is safe, can be delivered reliably and, above all, is effective, is 

welcome," said Janosch Dahmen, member of the Green Party in the German Bundestag. Poli-

ticians from the CDU/CSU, the Greens and the Left explained that the problem lay in the lack 

                                                           

45 Andreas Ernst: Serbien beginnt mit der Produktion von Sputnik V, nzz.ch, April 17, 2021, 

https://www.nzz.ch/international/serbien-produziert-sputnik-v-und-will-leader-auf-balkan-sein-ld.1612364 

46 Christian Limpert: Serbiens Impfstrategie. „Sie werden mir ein Denkmal errichten“, tagesschau.de, Fe-

buary 11, 2021, https://www.tagesschau.de/ausland/europa/serbien-impfstrategie-coronavirus-101.html 

47 EU regulator to probe ethical standards of Sputnik vaccine trials, Ft. com, April 7, 2021, 

https://www.ft.com/content/50031165-1f46-446b-be9a-36d553805fec 

48 Kleine Anfrage an die Bundesregierung. FDP wünscht mehr Auskünfte zu Sputnik V, Deutsche-apotheker-

zeitung.de, May 14, 2021, https://www.deutsche-apotheker-zeitung.de/news/artikel/2021/05/14/fdp-wuenscht-

mehr-auskuenfte-zu-sputnik-v/chapter:2 

49 Vorwurf gegen Russland. Frankreich: Sputnik V ist "Propagandamittel", Ntv.de, March 26, 2021, 

https://www.n-tv.de/politik/Frankreich-Sputnik-V-ist-Propagandamittel-article22453777.html 

50 Petra Apfel: Wie gut ist Sputnik V? Deutschland will 30 Mio. Dosen des Russen-Impfstoffs, Fokus.de, April 

22, 2021, https://www.focus.de/gesundheit/news/vakzin-aus-moskau-wie-gut-ist-sputnik-v-wirklich-zehn-wis-

senschaftliche-fakten-zu-putins-impfstoff_id_13180110.html 

51 Lucas Grothe: Sputnik V: Zulassung zieht sich hin – wird der Impfstoff noch gebraucht?, Mdr.de, May 7, 

2021, https://www.mdr.de/nachrichten/deutschland/panorama/corona-sputnik-v-zulassung-100.html 

https://www.nzz.ch/international/serbien-produziert-sputnik-v-und-will-leader-auf-balkan-sein-ld.1612364
https://www.tagesschau.de/ausland/europa/serbien-impfstrategie-coronavirus-101.html
https://www.deutsche-apotheker-zeitung.de/news/artikel/2021/05/14/fdp-wuenscht-mehr-auskuenfte-zu-sputnik-v/chapter:2
https://www.deutsche-apotheker-zeitung.de/news/artikel/2021/05/14/fdp-wuenscht-mehr-auskuenfte-zu-sputnik-v/chapter:2
https://www.n-tv.de/politik/Frankreich-Sputnik-V-ist-Propagandamittel-article22453777.html
https://www.focus.de/gesundheit/news/vakzin-aus-moskau-wie-gut-ist-sputnik-v-wirklich-zehn-wissenschaftliche-fakten-zu-putins-impfstoff_id_13180110.html
https://www.focus.de/gesundheit/news/vakzin-aus-moskau-wie-gut-ist-sputnik-v-wirklich-zehn-wissenschaftliche-fakten-zu-putins-impfstoff_id_13180110.html
https://www.mdr.de/nachrichten/deutschland/panorama/corona-sputnik-v-zulassung-100.html
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of data, which was why the EMA had not yet been able to conclusively assess the safety of 

Sputnik V.52  

 

In Slovakia, Sputnik V has been available since June 7, 2021, following a government deci-

sion. Although a laboratory in Hungary had tested the vaccine, demand among the population 

was low.53 The 200,000 doses already imported were to be used, said Slovak Health Minister 

Vladimir Lengvarsky, but more doses would only be ordered after approval by the EMA.54 

However, doubts concerning the vaccine’s safety and production methods remained. The vac-

cine's reputation was tarnished, since the Slovak State Institute for Drug Control had criticized 

that the vaccines delivered worldwide under the label "Sputnik V" were quite different from 

each other and "related in name only".55 Due to low demand, 160,000 doses were sold or 

given away in June 2021. Thus, Sputnik V played only a minor role in Slovakia.56 

 

Thanks to Russian and Chinese vaccines, Serbia succeeded in becoming one of the countries 

with the highest vaccination rates in Europe. Vaccines were generously given to the neighbor-

ing states of North Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, etc. and Serbia pursued its own vac-

cine diplomacy.57 After initial success, however, interest declined. Observers attributed this to 

the fact that people were unsettled by disinformation about vaccines. In addition, the Serbian 

government's policy of rewarding vaccination with a cash bonus and punishing non-vaccina-

tion with a reduction in sickness benefits was highly controversial.58  

 

In Kazakhstan, the importance of Sputnik V was overstated in the Russian and, in some cases, 

also in the Kazakh press. The Kazakh government had contractually agreed with Russia on 

                                                           

52 Ibidem. – Kloss, Stephan: Warum Sputnik V in Deutschland noch keine Notfallzulassung bekommt, Mdr. 

De, March 19, 2021, https://www.mdr.de/nachrichten/deutschland/politik/zulassung-impfstoff-russland-sputnik-

v-deutschland-100.html 

53 Trotz fehlender EMA-Zulassung. Slowakei startet mit Sputnik V-Impfungen, N-tv.de, June 7, 2021, 

https://www.n-tv.de/ticker/Slowakei-startet-mit-Sputnik-V-Impfungen-article22601593.html 

54 Slovakia, despite some unease, to start administering Russia's Sputnik V shots, Reuters.com, May 26, 2021, 

https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/slovakia-despite-some-unease-start-administering-

russias-sputnik-v-shots-2021-05-26/ 

55 Lucia Yar: Sputnik V wird zum „heißen Eisen“ in der slowakischen Politik, euractiv.de, April 13, 2021, 

https://www.euractiv.de/section/gesundheit-und-verbraucherschutz/news/sputnik-v-wird-zum-heissen-eisen-in-

der-slowakischen-politik 

56 Slowakei will 160.000 Dosen Sputnik V verkaufen oder verschenken, aerzteblatt.de, June 23, 2021, 

https://www.aerzteblatt.de/nachrichten/124977/Slowakei-will-160-000-Dosen-Sputnik-V-verkaufen-oder-ver-

schenken 

57 Vuk Vuksanovic: In the Balkans, Serbia Has Its Own Vaccine Diplomacy, cepa.org, April 16, 

2021, https://cepa.org/in-the-balkans-serbia-has-its-own-vaccine-diplomacy/ 

58 Florian Hassel: Serbien lockt - und bestraft, Sueddeutsche.de, May 10, 2021, https://www.sueddeut-

sche.de/politik/corona-serbien-impfpraemie-1.5290148 

https://www.mdr.de/nachrichten/deutschland/politik/zulassung-impfstoff-russland-sputnik-v-deutschland-100.html
https://www.mdr.de/nachrichten/deutschland/politik/zulassung-impfstoff-russland-sputnik-v-deutschland-100.html
https://www.n-tv.de/ticker/Slowakei-startet-mit-Sputnik-V-Impfungen-article22601593.html
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/slovakia-despite-some-unease-start-administering-russias-sputnik-v-shots-2021-05-26/
https://www.reuters.com/business/healthcare-pharmaceuticals/slovakia-despite-some-unease-start-administering-russias-sputnik-v-shots-2021-05-26/
https://www.euractiv.de/section/gesundheit-und-verbraucherschutz/news/sputnik-v-wird-zum-heissen-eisen-in-der-slowakischen-politik
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the delivery of two million doses of Sputnik V in August 2020.59 Although there was no pub-

lic criticism from officials, it is remarkable that by April 2021, Russia had only delivered 

52,000 doses as reported by the Astana Times.60 Because of doubts about the clinical trials for 

Sputnik V, the Kazakh government had also signed a contract with Pfizer in December 2020. 

"Kazakhs are waiting for a real vaccine," the Central Asia News agency wrote.61 An addi-

tional three million vaccine doses were ordered from the Chinese manufacturer Sinopharm, 

which shows that Sputnik was second at best in terms of the quantity ordered.62 The Kara-

ganda pharmaceutical complex is licensed to produce Sputnik, but has only little capacity for 

the vaccine.63 Sputnik V played a major role during vaccinations in February and March 

2021. Since April, most people have been vaccinated with the Kazakh vaccine QazVac, the 

development of which was given priority.64 

 

In the British press, the possible use of Sputnik V was viewed very ambivalently. On the one 

hand, it was argued that Great Britain needed the Russian vaccine because AstraZeneca and 

Moderna were causing problems; on the other hand, there were political reservations. In view 

of the Skripal affair and the tense relationship between the two countries, cooperation be-

tween British and Russian health authorities - necessary for a joint production of AstraZeneca 

and Sputnik - would be very difficult, The Telegraph wrote. The British government and other 

Western politicians faced an "interesting dilemma: Should they support Mr. Putin's vaccine 

and combine it with their own, or continue to ignore it?".65 

In France, vaccination progress was initially slow due to the EU's procurement problems, but 

also because of mistrust among the population. However, since May 2021, vaccination with 

Western vaccines has been progressing well and French media pointed out that Sputnik V was 

no longer needed. This was confirmed by President Emmanuel Macron. While Macron had 

                                                           

59 Kazakhstan Settles Deal With Russia for Vaccine Supply, Thediplomat.com, August 28, 2020, https://the-

diplomat.com/2020/08/kazakhstan-settles-deal-with-russia-for-vaccine-supply/ 

60 Abira Kuandyk: Kazakhstan’s Karaganda Pharmaceutical Complex Begins Production of Russia’s Sputnik V 

Vaccine, Astanatimes.com, April 15, 2021, https://astanatimes.com/2021/04/kazakhstans-karaganda-pharmaceu-

tical-complex-begins-production-of-russias-sputnik-v-vaccine/ 

61 Aydar Ashimov: Amid doubts about Sputnik V, Kazakhstan inks deal for Pfizer vaccine, Central.asia-

news.com, December 30, 2021, https://central.asia-news.com/en_GB/articles/cnmi_ca/features/2020/12/30/fea-

ture-02 

62 Robin Roth: Covid-19: Kasachstan bringt seinen eigenen Impfstoff auf den Markt, Novastan.org, April 28, 

2021, https://novastan.org/de/kasachstan/covid-19-kasachstan-bringt-seinen-eigenen-impfstoff-auf-den-markt/ 

63 1.8 million doses had been produced by the Kazakh plant by May 2021, according to Handelsblatt, see: Ma-

thias Brüggmann: Ernüchterung statt Durchbruch: Sputnik V wird vom Hoffnungsträger zum Ladenhüter, Han-

delsblatt.com, May 29, 2021, https://www.handelsblatt.com/politik/international/impfkampagne-ernuechterung-

statt-durchbruch-sputnik-v-wird-vom-hoffnungstraeger-zum-ladenhueter/27229008.html?ticket=ST-16990831-

hGqFmrmczhtFvO0KqnyJ-ap4  

64 Robin Roth, (Fn. 62) 

65 Tony Diver: What Russia's Sputnik V vaccine means for the UK, Telegraph.co.uk, Febuary 3, 2021, 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2021/02/03/russias-sputnik-v-vaccine-means-uk/ 
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been open to cooperation and spoke with President Putin in March,66 in April the French Pres-

ident said that Sputnik V would play no role in vaccinations in France, since its approval by 

the EMA and its production in Europe would need more time.67There were also strong politi-

cal reservations. French Foreign Minister Jean-Yves Le Drian, for example, called Sputnik V 

a "means of propaganda and aggressive diplomacy."68 Clement Beaune, French Secretary of 

State for European affairs, warned EU countries not to use Sputnik V without approval from 

the EMA, since this would be a problem for European solidarity.69 The RDIF had announced 

that there was an agreement with France for local production. However, the Ministry of the 

Economy and Finance denied this, claiming that no French company had signed a contract for 

the production of Sputnik V.70 

 

The export success of Sputnik V was viewed critically in the international press. Regarding 

Slovakia, it was noted that Russia was exploiting the emergency situation in the pandemic to 

divide the country and the EU and had successfully done so with the Slovak government cri-

sis. Similar arguments were made about Serbia: Russia and China wanted to use vaccine di-

plomacy to expand their influence and to push back the EU. The Balkans were becoming a 

pawn between West and East. In addition, the success of Vučić's Balkan mission was called 

into question. Since it was impossible to travel to the EU without approval by the WHO and 

the EU, the demand for Sputnik V could decrease.71 

Russia's export success was also viewed critically in light of the situation within Russia itself. 

It was pointed out that only eight percent of the Russian population had been vaccinated by 

June 2021.72 The Russian authorities' handling of the pandemic was also criticized, as for a 

long time, hardly any measures were taken to contain it. In view of rapidly rising numbers of 

infections, state-owned enterprises and regional governments were now reacting with compul-

sory vaccinations.73 Considering the situation in Russia, the Russian commitment to foreign 

                                                           

66 Jon Henley: Merkel, Macron and Putin in talks on using Sputnik V jab in Europe, says Kremlin, Theguard-

ian.com, March 31, 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/31/merkel-macron-and-putin-sputnik-

v-vaccine-eu 

67 France's Macron sees no immediate need for Russia's COVID shot, Reuters.com, April 18, 2021, 

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/frances-macron-sees-no-immediate-need-russias-covid-shot-2021-04-18/ 

68 France Slams Russia's Sputnik Vaccine as 'Propaganda' Tool, AFP, March 26, 2021, https://www.themo-

scowtimes.com/2021/03/26/france-slams-russias-sputnik-vaccine-as-propaganda-tool-a73377 

69 Frankreich mahnt EU zur Einheit bei Impfstoff aus Russland und China, Reuters.com, March 5, 2021, 

https://www.reuters.com/article/europa-impftstoff-idDEKCN2AX1NQ 

70 Paris denies Russian reports, (Fn. 31) 

71 Vuk Vuksanovic, (Fn. 57) - Kevin Connolly: Sputnik V: How Russia's Covid vaccine is dividing Europe, 

BBC.com, April 17, 2021, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-56735931 

72 Vaccin. Le Sputnik V peine à convaincre les Russes, Poutine lance un appel à la vaccination, Ouest-France, 

June 4, 2021, https://www.ouest-france.fr/europe/russie/vladimir-poutine/vaccin-le-sputnik-v-peine-a-con-

vaincre-les-russes-poutine-lance-un-appel-a-la-vaccination-20bac194-c544-11eb-aec1-d3b57750ff4c 

73 Friedrich Schmidt: Impfen in Russland. Moskau prescht mit Pflichtimpfung vor, faz.net, June 17, 2021, 

https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/ausland/corona-impfung-in-russland-moskau-startet-mit-impfpflicht-

17394566.html 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/31/merkel-macron-and-putin-sputnik-v-vaccine-eu
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/mar/31/merkel-macron-and-putin-sputnik-v-vaccine-eu
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/frances-macron-sees-no-immediate-need-russias-covid-shot-2021-04-18/
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2021/03/26/france-slams-russias-sputnik-vaccine-as-propaganda-tool-a73377
https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2021/03/26/france-slams-russias-sputnik-vaccine-as-propaganda-tool-a73377
https://www.reuters.com/article/europa-impftstoff-idDEKCN2AX1NQ
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-56735931
https://www.ouest-france.fr/europe/russie/vladimir-poutine/vaccin-le-sputnik-v-peine-a-convaincre-les-russes-poutine-lance-un-appel-a-la-vaccination-20bac194-c544-11eb-aec1-d3b57750ff4c
https://www.ouest-france.fr/europe/russie/vladimir-poutine/vaccin-le-sputnik-v-peine-a-convaincre-les-russes-poutine-lance-un-appel-a-la-vaccination-20bac194-c544-11eb-aec1-d3b57750ff4c
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/ausland/corona-impfung-in-russland-moskau-startet-mit-impfpflicht-17394566.html
https://www.faz.net/aktuell/politik/ausland/corona-impfung-in-russland-moskau-startet-mit-impfpflicht-17394566.html
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countries seemed inappropriate. If President Putin wanted to achieve herd immunity in Russia 

with mass vaccinations by late summer, as announced, then exports would no longer be possi-

ble. In addition, it was pointed out that so far, Russia had only delivered eight percent of the 

agreed supply volume to foreign countries.74 This considerably put the global success propa-

gated by Russia into perspective. 

 

 

3.1.3. Evaluation of Sputnik V in the Russian independent press 

 

In order to evaluate the situation inside Russia, articles from the independent Russian press 

such as Novaya Gazeta, Meduza, TV Dožd' and The Insider were analyzed. All articles re-

flected a low level of trust among the population towards Sputnik V. According to a survey by 

the Levada Center, 62 percent of respondents were not willing to be vaccinated with Sputnik 

V. The Russian vaccine was most popular among the 55+ age group with 37 percent in favor 

of getting vaccinated, compared to only 12 percent among the younger population aged 18 to 

24.75 There were also doubts about the effectiveness and safety of Sputnik V, alluding to the 

problem of missing data and the lack of transparency during trials. In contrast to Western de-

velopers, the Gamaleya Institute had not published the protocol of the trial phases, which was 

the most important document for understanding the procedure of the clinical trials, the news-

paper Meduza criticized. Experts who have had insight into the trial protocol criticized that it 

lacked precise criteria for when to perform a PCR test on a subject suspected of having covid-

19. This left physicians room for interpretation as to the effectiveness of Sputnik V.76  

In an interview with The Insider, scientific director of Inbio Ventures Ilia Yasny confirmed 

the criticism by Western scientists of the trial procedure for Sputnik V described in "The Lan-

cet": "Everything that has been criticized suggests that the research was not carried out ac-

cording to the highest standards, but this is not surprising. Yet, in my opinion, this does not 

call into question the most important conclusions about the effectiveness and safety of the 

vaccine," Yasny said.77  

 

Low confidence in Sputnik V and Russian vaccines in general was reinforced by the wide-

spread nationwide practice of vaccinating volunteers with the other Russian vaccine, EpiVac-

Corona, instead of Sputnik V as advertised. The people vaccinated stated that they were only 

                                                           

74 Mathias Brüggmann, (Fn. 63)  

75 «Левада»: более 60% россиян не готовы сделать прививку от COVID-19 российской вакциной 

«Спутник V», Novayagazeta.ru, May 12, 2021, https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2021/05/12/levada-bolee-60-

rossiian-ne-gotovy-sdelat-privivku-ot-covid-19-rossiiskoi-vaktsinoi-sputnik-v 

76 Александр Ершов: Научная статья про „Спутник V“ вышла еще в феврале, а ВОЗ и Евросоюз вакцину 

до сих пор не одобрили. С ней что-то не так?, meduza.io, May 28, 2021, https://meduza.io/cards/nauchnaya-

statya-pro-sputnik-v-vyshla-esche-v-fevrale-a-voz-i-evrosoyuz-vaktsinu-do-sih-por-ne-odobrili-s-ney-chto-to-

ne-tak 

77 Юрий Князев: «Вакцина получилась рабочей, но результатом целенаправленного процесса это назвать 

нельзя». Ученый о претензиях к «Спутник V», Theins.ru, May 16, 2021, https://theins.ru/news/241923 

https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2021/05/12/levada-bolee-60-rossiian-ne-gotovy-sdelat-privivku-ot-covid-19-rossiiskoi-vaktsinoi-sputnik-v
https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2021/05/12/levada-bolee-60-rossiian-ne-gotovy-sdelat-privivku-ot-covid-19-rossiiskoi-vaktsinoi-sputnik-v
https://meduza.io/cards/nauchnaya-statya-pro-sputnik-v-vyshla-esche-v-fevrale-a-voz-i-evrosoyuz-vaktsinu-do-sih-por-ne-odobrili-s-ney-chto-to-ne-tak
https://meduza.io/cards/nauchnaya-statya-pro-sputnik-v-vyshla-esche-v-fevrale-a-voz-i-evrosoyuz-vaktsinu-do-sih-por-ne-odobrili-s-ney-chto-to-ne-tak
https://meduza.io/cards/nauchnaya-statya-pro-sputnik-v-vyshla-esche-v-fevrale-a-voz-i-evrosoyuz-vaktsinu-do-sih-por-ne-odobrili-s-ney-chto-to-ne-tak
https://theins.ru/news/241923
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informed about the change during or after the vaccination. The reason given by medical staff 

was that Sputnik V was no longer in stock.78 The EpiVacCorona vaccine was met with even 

more criticism in the press than Sputnik V. It was questioned whether EpiVacCorona was 

even effective at all. The manufacturer of the vaccine developed in Novosibirsk advised the 

population to get a second vaccination with Sputnik three months after vaccination with Epi-

VacCorona.79 

The fact that Sputnik V is not available to the population in sufficient quantities is also con-

firmed by a report on the situation in the Russian regions, which received very patchy sup-

plies with only a fraction of the total amount of Sputnik V produced.80  

 

The situation in Russia was described as very difficult in June 2021, with new infections and 

deaths increasing rapidly.81 As a result, compulsory vaccinations were introduced in Moscow 

and some regions, in state-owned enterprises and in the service industry. This led to many 

people obtaining forged certificates in order not to lose their jobs.82 Citizens not only dis-

trusted Sputnik V, but vaccines in general. According to opposition politician Leonid Goz-

man's statement in the Novaya Gazeta, this was also a result of the disinformation and con-

spiracy theories about vaccines that had been spread on state television. According to him, the 

state treated its citizens not as partners but as serfs: "Terror and violence in its various forms - 

that's the only leadership strategy our rulers believe in."83  

Russia's cooperation with international inspectors was also critically examined. TV Dožd' re-

ported on the inspection of the production facilities of Sputnik V by the WHO, who found 

several shortcomings in the plant of Pharmstandard-UfaVITA.84  

                                                           

78 ЭпиВакАфера. В прививочных кабинетах начали заменять вакцину «Спутник» препаратом 

«ЭпиВакКорона», не предупреждая пациентов, Novayagazeta.ru, June 18, 2021, 

https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2021/06/18/epivakafera 

79 Ibidem 

80 Павел Лобков, Валерия Ратникова: «У нас вакцина закончилась»: как российские регионы остались 

без «Спутник V», tvrain.ru, January, 12 2021,  https://tvrain.ru/teleshow/vechernee_shou/kak_regiony_osta-

lis_bez_sputnik_v-522428/ 

81 В России второй день подряд выявили более 20 тысяч новых случаев коронавируса за сутки, tvrain.ru, 

June 25, 2021, 

https://tvrain.ru/news/v_rossii_vtoroj_den_podrjad_vyjavili_bolee_20_tysjach_novyh_sluchaev_koronavirusa_z

a_sutki-532642/ 

82Леонид Гозман: Карающий шприц государства. Почему люди не хотят прививаться и готовы платить 

за поддельные сертификаты, чтобы только от них отстали, Novayagazeta.ru, June 19, 2021, 

https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2021/06/19/karaiushchii-shprits-gosudarstva 

83 Ibidem 

84 ВОЗ проверила четыре завода по производству «Спутника V». Претензии возникли к одному из них, 

Tvrain.ru, June 23, 2021, https://tvrain.ru/news/voz_proverila_chetyre_zavoda_po_proizvodstvu_sput-

nika_v_pretenzii_voznikli_k_odnomu_iz_nih-532472/ 

https://novayagazeta.ru/articles/2021/06/18/epivakafera
https://tvrain.ru/people/pavel_lobkov-212017/
https://tvrain.ru/people/valerija_ratnikova-275574/
https://tvrain.ru/teleshow/vechernee_shou/kak_regiony_ostalis_bez_sputnik_v-522428/
https://tvrain.ru/teleshow/vechernee_shou/kak_regiony_ostalis_bez_sputnik_v-522428/
https://tvrain.ru/news/v_rossii_vtoroj_den_podrjad_vyjavili_bolee_20_tysjach_novyh_sluchaev_koronavirusa_za_sutki-532642/
https://tvrain.ru/news/v_rossii_vtoroj_den_podrjad_vyjavili_bolee_20_tysjach_novyh_sluchaev_koronavirusa_za_sutki-532642/
https://novayagazeta.ru/authors/2349
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Regarding the EMA, attention was drawn to delays for which Russia was responsible. TV 

Dožd' reported that the approval was not expected before September, because the Gamaleya 

Institute had not met the deadline for the submission of data in June 2021.85  

 

Russian expert Ilia Yasny questioned the reputation of Sputnik V as the "world's first ap-

proved vaccine." At the time of registration in August 2020, "exactly 20 people had received 

both doses of the vaccine in liquid form. That's not even enough for Phase II of clinical trials, 

let alone registration." At the time, some Western vaccines had been further along in their tri-

als. The claim that Sputnik V was the world's first approved vaccine against Covid-19 was 

also incorrect, he said: On June 25, 2020, the Chinese vaccine Convidecia by CanSino had 

been registered for use in military personnel.86  

Russia itself has created the ambivalent reputation of Sputnik V, Yasny concluded: "The lack 

of transparency in its development, the withholding of information, problems with PR and 

outright lies are highly disruptive to Sputnik's dissemination in the world."87  

It is striking that the Russian independent press not only shares the criticism of international 

media regarding the development, marketing and use of Sputnik V, but goes even further in 

its dramatic description of the epidemiological situation in Russia and the arbitrary and coer-

cive measures taken by the authorities to fight the disease.  

 

 

3.2.   Criticism regarding the sources used in RT and Sputnik/SNA reports 

 

3.2.1. Russian state-owned media and the creation of the Sputnik V campaign 

 

RT and Sputnik/SNA present themselves as alternatives to mainstream media.88 According to 

the foreign broadcaster's website, RT is an "autonomous, non-profit organization" that pro-

motes "alternative, unconventional views".89 Yet, these foreign media are not autonomous or 

independent at all, since they are one hundred percent funded by the Russian state budget. 

Moreover, they are under the direct control of the Kremlin. The editor-in-chief of RT and 

Rossiya Segodnya, the media agency that runs Sputnik, is Margarita Simonyan. According to 

research by Russian media, Simonyan takes part in the weekly meetings of the Presidential 

Administration, where the guidelines for news coverage are decided by Alexey Gromov, the 

Deputy Chief of Staff of the Presidential Administration. Gromov controls all major nation-

wide media - state-owned and officially private - and is considered the "head of Russian state 

                                                           

85 Reuters: регистрация «Спутника V» в Евросоюзе отложена. Разработчик не предоставил вовремя 

данные испытаний, Tvrain.ru, June 16, 2021, 

https://tvrain.ru/news/reuters_registratsija_sputnika_v_v_evrosojuze_otkladyvaetsja-531986/ 

86 Илья Ясный: «Спутник» и ложь во спасение. Почему у работоспособной вакцины плохая репутация, 

Theins.ru, May 28, 2021, https://theins.ru/opinions/ilya-yasnyi/242196 

87 Ibidem 

88 RT, About us, https://www.rt.com/about-us/ 

89 RT DE, Über uns, https://de.rt.com/uber-uns/ 

https://tvrain.ru/news/reuters_registratsija_sputnika_v_v_evrosojuze_otkladyvaetsja-531986/
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propaganda"; he is also a confidant of President Putin.90 All statements disseminated on the 

Sputnik V vaccine are thus in line with the official policy of the Russian Federation.  

Looking at the origins of the Sputnik V campaign and who commissioned it provides further 

clues as to the intentions of the authors of the news reports. The Moscow-based Gamaleya 

Research Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiology developed the Sputnik V vaccine in 

close coordination with the Russian President. The director of the institute, Alexander Ginz-

burg, announced the development of the vaccine against Covid-19 during a consultation with 

Putin in April 2020. Originally, only two weeks were scheduled for clinical trials and registra-

tion was to take place as early as mid-June 2021.91 According to the Russian online magazine 

Otkrytye Media, the closely guarded Gamaleya Institute, located in the northwest of Moscow, 

is said to have beaten its three Russian competitors not only thanks to this remarkable devel-

opment time. Ginzburg's relationships with Putin's daughter Katerina Tikhonova and Kirill 

Dmitriev are also considered to have been helpful.92  

 

 
Novye Izvestija, August 20, 2020: "Under the direction of Denis Logunov, the patriotic vac-

cine was created in just two weeks."93 Screenshot: Novye Izvestija 

 

Kirill Dmitriev, CEO of the RDIF, is a Harvard-educated financial expert with professional 

experience in several renowned Western consulting firms and is considered a close confidant 

                                                           

90 Spahn, (Fn. 12), p. 4-5 

91 Илья Ясный, (Fn. 86) 

92 Эликсир молодости, нановакцины и «Кагоцел»: над чем прежде работали учёные, создавшие для 

Путина «Спутник V», openmedia.io, Ocotber 8, 2020, https://openmedia.io/investigation/eliksir-molodosti-na-
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93 Irina Mishina: Is „Sputnik“ vaccine our answer to coronavirus or is it the Russian roulette?, Novye izvestija, 

August 20, 2020, https://en.newizv.ru/news/science/20-08-2020/sputnik-vaccine-our-answer-to-coronavirus-or-

russian-roulette 
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of President Putin.94 The ten billion USD (8.5 billion EUR) fund was established in 2011 with 

the aim of investing in leading companies in the economy. It provided four billion rubles (46 

million EUR) for the development of Sputnik V.95 The Russian President himself actively 

promotes global sales and negotiates the purchase of Sputnik V with other heads of govern-

ments.96  

 

The support of the Russian President, the choice of the letter V for victory, the link to the 

Sputnik success of 1957 and the fact that the project is managed by the RDIF and Putin confi-

dant Dmitriev suggest that this is a national prestige project with which Russia wants to 

demonstrate its superiority worldwide. This explains why the vaccine is portrayed in an ex-

tremely positive light in the Russian state-owned media abroad and why a competition with 

Western vaccines is being construed.  

Several Russian experts shared this view: "Russia has assertively claimed its place as the 

leader in this era of knowledge. Russia wants to be seen as the world's avant-garde, not as 

simply providing raw materials. I think that’s why they registered "Sputnik V" so quickly," 

said Sergey Anufriev, director of the St. Petersburg Medical Forum.97  

 

When claiming Sputnik V was the "world's first registered" vaccine, the facts had obviously 

been manipulated even before Putin's Sputnik declaration on August 11 - by the government 

itself. According to a report by Otkrytye Media, Russian Minister of Health Mikhail Mu-

rashko had pointed out to the President that Sputnik V was "one of the first registered vac-

cines in the world," since a Chinese vaccine had already been approved on June 25. But then 

Murashko decided that the Chinese vaccine was "not registered to the full extent," and there-

fore the Russian vaccine was indeed the first one. In the first month after his statement alone, 

Putin repeated ten times that Russia was the first country in the world to develop a vaccine 

against Covid 19, Otkrytye Media magazine noted.98 President Putin apparently wants the 

Russian vaccine to become an international success, so much so that he is ignoring the facts. 

The vaccine developed by the Beijing Institute of Biotechnology and CanSino Biologics is a 

vaccine with a viral vector (adenovirus) just like Sputnik V and was registered on June 25, 

2020. This calls into question the status of Sputnik V as the "world's first registered vac-

cine".99 

                                                           

94 Kauffmann, Sylvie: Le pari sur le vaccin Spoutnik V aurait pu réussir. Ce qui lui a manqué définit les limites 
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96 Henley, Jon: Merkel, Macron and Putin in talks on using Sputnik V jab in Europe, says Kremlin, TheGuar-
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98 Ibidem 

99 Sars-CoV-2-Impfstoff, Wikipedia.org, https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/SARS-CoV-2-Impfstoff#Liste_der_zu-
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The articles published by RT and Sputnik are apparently not so much intended to provide in-

formation as to serve PR purposes. The goal is to open up additional markets abroad. At the 

same time, portraying Russia in the role of an international helper in the pandemic is intended 

to enhance the country's reputation and demonstrate its scientific and technological lead over 

its Western competitors.  

The narratives mentioned in Chapter 3.1.1 are present in articles from all six countries exam-

ined. The following methods of manipulation and disinformation are used: 

    - selective choice of facts and stakeholders. 

    - frequent combination of correct facts with misrepresentations 

    - assertions without evidence, source not verifiable or subjectively interpreted 

    - no objective discussion of criticism 

    - conspiracy theories 

    - hack and leak operation and "black PR" to discredit competitors 

    - manipulative photos, banners, and dossiers 

 

The following examples illustrate these methods. 

 

3.2.2.  Selective choice of facts and stakeholders / combination of correct facts with mis-

representations 

 

The news reports by RT and Sputnik/SNA are characterized by a strong polarization: While 

the Russian vaccine Sputnik V is exclusively described in a positive light, the portrayal of the 

vaccines by Western competitors is consistently negative.  

 

     Screenshot: RT DE 

An example of this is the interview with Gamaleya Institute Director Alexander Ginzburg in 

RT DE on December 23, 2020. Adjectives such as "groundbreaking," "spectacular," and "phe-

nomenal" are used to characterize Sputnik V. The letter V for victory is prominently empha-

sized in the title. Its "development in record time" is said to have generated "a great deal of 
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excitement throughout the world." Ginzburg attributed this to the fact that Gamaleya Institute 

had already developed two vaccines against Ebola and MERS using the same technological 

platform.  

 

This is confirmed by Russian independent media. However, they also report that the Ebola 

vaccine was not brought to the market. The vaccine against MERS was not registered by the 

Russian Ministry of Health. When developing another vaccine against influenza, called 

AdeVac-Flu, funds of the state holding RUSNANO Group were misappropriated. The project 

ended in 2020 when a Moscow court found the Gamaleya Institute guilty to theft of more than 

400 million rubles (EUR 4.6 million) from RUSNANO Group. Ginzburg does not even men-

tion this vaccine.100  

In Russia, the achievements of the Gamaleya Institute are apparently not deemed quite as 

"spectacular": "The Gamaleya Institute has not completed one major project. However, Ginz-

burg and his colleagues are good at imitating scientific success in front of the highest state au-

thorities - first with their vaccine against Ebola, now with their vaccine against the corona-

virus," said Svetlana Zavidova, Executive Director at Russia's Association of Clinical Trials 

(ACTO).101 

 

When comparing the Russian vaccine with Western ones, RT combines correct facts with 

misrepresentations. The advantages of Sputnik V in terms of storage and transportation are 

correct, as it requires less cooling than the vaccine from Pfizer/BioNTech.102 When Sputnik V 

was declared to be "absolutely safe for humans", however, Phase III of the clinical trials had 

not even been completed. Independent data specialists criticized that the results published for 

Phase III were "statistically extremely improbable".103 The statement "absolutely safe" is thus 

very questionable. Regarding the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine, on the other hand, Ginzburg 

warned in RT of "major health risks" such as edema and paralysis - claims that are not sup-

ported by any evidence.104 Sputnik V is described positively by referring to partly correct, 

partly questionable features, while unsubstantiated disadvantages are attributed to the Western 

competitors. 

 

                                                           

100 Илья Ясный, (Fn. 86), - Эликсир молодости, (Fn. 92) - Irina Mishina, (Fn. 93) 

101 Эликсир молодости, (Fn. 92) 

102 While Sputnik V only requires cooling at minus 18 degrees Celsius, Biontech/Pfizer needs to be stored at 

minus 70 degrees Celsius due to the instability of the RNA, see: Clemens Haug: Studien und Zulassungsverfa-

hren. Vor- und Nachteile der neuen Corona-Impfstoffe, Mdr.de, April 14, 2021, https://www.mdr.de/wis-

sen/corona-impfstoffe-vor-nachteile-100.html 

103 Ibidem 

104 Several sources mentioned pain at the injection site, fatigue, headache and fever as side effects. Since we 

have no experience with RNA vaccines yet, side effects that were unknown in the spring of 2021 may theoreti-

cally occur later on. See: Clemens Haug, (Fn. 102) 
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The majority of interviewees are politicians advocating the purchase of Sputnik V. All of 

these interviews are published in several languages to achieve maximum international cover-

age. Examples include the governments of Kazakhstan, Serbia, Turkey, India, and others. Slo-

vakia's former Prime Minister Igor Matovič, who was forced to resign because of secret nego-

tiations with Moscow over a Sputnik delivery, but then continued to promote the use of the 

Russian vaccine in his country as Minister of Finance, plays a special role here. The initiatives 

of German regional Minister-Presidents such as Saxony's Michael Kretschmer are also dis-

seminated in various languages. Politicians who support Russian narratives, such as Diether 

Dehm, a German member of the Bundestag for the Left Party, receive special attention. The 

politician traveled to Moscow for the Victory Day parade on May 9. While there, Dehm was 

publicly vaccinated with Sputnik V. SNA headlined that SNA and the RDIF had "collabo-

rated" in the vaccination.105  

 

 
RT shows German MP Dehm in Moscow: "I trust Sputnik more than the German govern-

ment." Screenshot: RT.com 

 

Several RT editions also covered the story. In the international edition, he was quoted as say-

ing: "I trust Sputnik more than the federal government." He said that the German Ministry of 

Health was "responsible for the loss of human lives because it hadn't ordered the Russian vac-

cine." According to Dehm, the reason why the EMA had not yet approved Sputnik was be-

cause of "political games", which is very similar to the position of Russian state-owned me-

dia.106 The parallel between Dehm's positive appreciation of the Red Army on "V-Day" and 

the name of the vaccine, which also contains a V for victory, is also striking. Dehm's activities 

                                                           

105 Unter Mitwirkung von russischem Fonds und SNA: MdB Diether Dehm in Moskau mit Sputnik V geimpft, 

Snanews.de, May 20, 2021, https://snanews.de/20210510/mdb-diether-dehm-mit-sputnik-v-geimpft-

2038261.htm 

106 ‘I trust Sputnik more than the federal govt,’ German MP tells RT after getting Russian jab during visit to 

Moscow for V-Day parade, Rt.com, May 11, 2021, https://www.rt.com/russia/523391-german-mp-sputnik-vac-

cine/ 
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were described in detail, especially by RT DE. Dehm was criticized by his own party for hav-

ing carried out this PR campaign on a business trip paid for by the German state.107  

The German MP is a typical example of a stakeholder who fights for Sputnik V against politi-

cal opposition. Dehm, who used to work as an unofficial collaborator of the Stasi, could have 

been vaccinated in Germany due to his age - his advocacy for Sputnik V is a political mes-

sage.108  

 

3.2.3. Assertions without evidence, source not verifiable or interpreted subjectively 

 

The Russian state-owned media construe a "race of effectiveness", in which Sputnik V is reg-

ularly attested to be more effective than Western vaccines. However, these claims are rarely 

substantiated or cannot be verified. For example, in November 2020, the RDIF announced 

that the vaccine was 92 percent effective, referring to interim results from Phase III trials. 

However, the results of this clinical trial had not been published at the time. RT France men-

tioned that two days earlier, Pfizer and BioNTech had announced their vaccine to be 90 per-

cent effective.109  

 

According to RT France, RDIF’s CEO Dmitriev claimed one month later that Sputnik V was 

also effective against the British mutation of the virus. "The good news is that we believe the 

Sputnik V vaccine is effective against this mutation. We have already treated several muta-

tions of the spike protein and this has not affected the effectiveness of the Sputnik V vaccine, 

which is still more than 90% and even 100% when it comes to preventing severe cases," 

Dmitriev said.110 There is no information which scientists investigated the mutations and to 

what extent and there is no reference to a publication or any other source. The same is true for 

the statement on the prevention of severe cases. So far, no Western manufacturer has indi-

cated an effectiveness of 100 percent. According to a report by the Russian independent news-

paper Meduza in May 2021 - several months after RT France published its article - data on the 

                                                           

107 Timo Lehmann: Abgeordneter Dehm wegen Impfreise nach Russland in der Kritik, spiegel.de, May 21, 

2021, https://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/diether-dehm-wegen-corona-impfreise-nach-russland-in-der-

kritik-a-10633637-0002-0001-0000-000177604420 - Linken-Politiker Dehm wehrt sich gegen Skandalisierung 

seiner Sputnik-Impfung durch "Der Spiegel", RT DE, May 27, 2021, https://de.rt.com/inland/118124-linken-po-

litiker-dieter-dehm-wehrt-sich-gegen-skandalisierung-durch-der-spiegel/. - Diether Dehm will Anerkennung sei-

ner Impfung mit Sputnik V einklagen, RT DE, July 21, 2021, https://de.rt.com/europa/121062-diether-dehm-

will-anerkennung-seiner-impfung-sputnik-einklagen/ 

108 Claudia von Salzen: Warum Diether Dehm Werbung für Sputnik macht, Tagesspiegel.de, May 11, 2021, 

https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/linken-abgeordneter-reist-nach-moskau-warum-diether-dehm-werbung-fuer-

sputnik-macht/27180702.html 

109 Vaccin contre le Covid-19 : le Spoutnik V est efficace à 92%, indique le Fonds souverain russe, RT France, 

November 11, 2020 

110 Le vaccin russe Spoutnik V efficace contre la nouvelle souche du Covid-19, RT France, December 22, 

2020, https://francais.rt.com/international/82030-vaccin-russe-sputnik-vefficace-contre-nouvelle-csouche-covid-

19 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/diether-dehm-wegen-corona-impfreise-nach-russland-in-der-kritik-a-10633637-0002-0001-0000-000177604420
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/deutschland/diether-dehm-wegen-corona-impfreise-nach-russland-in-der-kritik-a-10633637-0002-0001-0000-000177604420
https://de.rt.com/inland/118124-linken-politiker-dieter-dehm-wehrt-sich-gegen-skandalisierung-durch-der-spiegel/
https://de.rt.com/inland/118124-linken-politiker-dieter-dehm-wehrt-sich-gegen-skandalisierung-durch-der-spiegel/
https://francais.rt.com/international/82030-vaccin-russe-sputnik-vefficace-contre-nouvelle-csouche-covid-19
https://francais.rt.com/international/82030-vaccin-russe-sputnik-vefficace-contre-nouvelle-csouche-covid-19
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effectiveness of Sputnik V in mutations and severe cases is still missing.111 In his analysis of 

the results published in The Lancet in February 2021, scientist Ilia Yasny also noted that it 

was still unknown to what extent Sputnik V worked regarding the British and South African 

mutations.112 No confirmation of the statements disseminated by RT France were found in the 

text corpus of this analysis. 

 

Starting in April 2021, both RT and Sputnik propagated a new level of effectiveness in their 

international editions: "According to the analysis of data from 3.8 million vaccinated people 

in Russia, the effectiveness of the vaccine is 97.6%, which is even higher than previously in-

dicated in The Lancet (91.6%) and announced by the Russian Direct Investment Fund and the 

Gamaleya Research Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiology," Sputnik Česká republika 

states, for example.113 There were no details concerning the data analysis nor was there any 

reference to a source to verify this. Meanwhile, the Russian internet newspaper The Insider 

stated that the effectiveness reported by the RDIF contradicted the data provided by the Min-

istry of Health in Moscow.114 It is remarkable that Sputnik V's effectiveness of 97.6 percent is 

higher than those of the leading Western vaccines (95 percent for Pfizer/BioNTech and 94.1 

percent for Moderna).115  

The number of states having registered Sputnik V is also mentioned regularly. In May 2021, 

this figure comprised 65 countries. At that time, the Russian vaccine clearly outperformed its 

Western competitors in terms of registrations (Pfizer/BioNTech 47, Moderna 37, AstraZeneca 

47, Janssen Pharmaceuticals 30 countries).116 The Russian state-owned media see Sputnik V 

as competing with Western vaccines, while comparisons with Chinese vaccines are missing – 

probably because they would challenge Sputnik V's claim to leadership. 

 

Putin's statement on August 11, published by Sputnik Kazakhstan and others, also contains a 

combination of false statements and unverifiable evidence. The statement "world's first regis-

tered" vaccine has already been refuted, but Putin also claimed that Sputnik V had "passed all 

necessary tests" - this is very questionable in view of the fact that in August 2020, Phase III of 

the trials was still pending. The report by Sputnik Kazakhstan mentions 38 test subjects. As 

proof of the vaccine's safety, Putin stated that "one of my daughters" had been vaccinated and 

                                                           

111 Александр Ершов: Научная статья, (Fn.76) 

112 Илья Ясный: Наконец-то создатели «Спутника V» опубликовали исследование этой вакцины. 

Главный вывод — она безопасна и очень эффективна (но вопросы остались), meduza.io, Febuary 2, 2021, 

https://meduza.io/feature/2021/02/02/nakonets-to-sozdateli-sputnika-v-opublikovali-rezultaty-issledovaniya-

etoy-vaktsiny-glavnyy-ona-bezopasna-i-ochen-effektivna-no-voprosy-ostalis 

113 Slovenský expremiér Matovič, (Fn. 24) 

114 Илья Ясный, (Fn. 86) 

115 Clemens Haug, (Fn. 102) 

116 Sars-CoV-2 vaccine, (Fn. 99) 
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hardly experienced any side effects.117 This private information without even mentioning the 

name of the daughter cannot be verified. 

 

Many news reports mention sources that are interpreted subjectively or incorrectly. An exam-

ple of this are tables that are supposed to prove the alleged massive number of deaths after ad-

ministering Pfizer/BioNTech, such as the following one published in the English edition of 

Sputnik.118 

 

  Screenshot: Sputniknews.com 

Only footnote 3 (barely visible) indicates that no correlation between the number of deaths 

and vaccinations has been established so far, which makes this statistic unsuitable as evidence 

for the alleged dangers of Pfizer/BioNTech. Referring to reports from various countries, Sput-

nik further warned: "The United Kingdom was also concerned about 314 deaths related to Co-

mirnaty injections, but this time it was not the media, but the government that sounded the 

alarm."119 The source was a report by the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory 

Agency, an executive agency of the UK’s Department of Health and Social Care. However, 

the report states: "Vaccination is the best way to protect people from Covid-19 and has saved 

thousands of lives so far. Everyone should get vaccinated if they are asked to do so, unless 

they are advised not to for specific reasons."120  

 

                                                           

117 Россия зарегистрировала вакцину от короновируса . дочь Путина сделала себе прививку, Sputnik Ka-

sachstan, August 11, 2020, https://ru.sputnik.kz/Russia/20200811/14682240/Rossiya-zaregistrirovala-vaktsinu-

ot-koronavirusa---doch-Putina-sdelala-sebe-privivku.html 

118 Is Pfizer Quietly Targeting, (Fn. 18) 

119 Ibidem 

120 Medicines & Healthcare products Regulatory Agency: Coronavirus-Vaccine – weekly summary of Yellow 

Card reporting, August 19, 2021, Reporting period since December 9, 2020, https://www.gov.uk/govern-

ment/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-vaccine-adverse-reactions/coronavirus-vaccine-summary-of-yellow-

card-reporting 

https://ru.sputnik.kz/Russia/20200811/14682240/Rossiya-zaregistrirovala-vaktsinu-ot-koronavirusa---doch-Putina-sdelala-sebe-privivku.html
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The appendix includes a report on Pfizer/BioNTech that lists a total of 406 deaths as of June 

3, 2021. However, the UK’s Department of Health specifically states that the reported adverse 

effects and deaths "were not necessarily caused by the vaccine"; diseases unrelated to the vac-

cination could play a role. The report was thus not suitable for comparing the safety of differ-

ent vaccines.121 So, it is not true that the British government is alarmed, quite the contrary: It 

recommends vaccination with all vaccines licensed in the UK, which includes Pfizer/BioN-

Tech. It also points out that no correlation between deaths and vaccinations has been proven. 

This means that Sputnik UK is deliberately misinterpreting sources in order to fabricate evi-

dence for misrepresenting the alleged dangers of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine. 

 

3.2.4.  No objective discussion of criticism and conspiracy theories 

 

RT and Sputnik usually do not discuss the content of criticism from Western European media 

or experts, but reject it all together as "fake news" or "disinformation". They also claim that 

Sputnik V is criticized because of political reservations or anti-Russian sentiments, rather than 

because of doubts regarding the quality of the vaccine. Any doubts about the proclaimed lead-

ing position of Sputnik V are also interpreted as anti-Russian statements.  

An example of this is an article published by Sputnik Srbija entitled: "Anti-Russian Games: 

Russia condemns proclamation of 'Moderna' as best vaccine." The article quoted Russian poli-

ticians and experts reacting to the decision of the World Vaccine Congress in May 2021 to de-

clare the American vaccine Moderna the best vaccine against Covid-19. Gamaleya Institute 

scientist Viktor Zujev called the Congress' decision "anti-Russian games." Countries wanting 

to buy Sputnik V had declared that the Russian vaccine Sputnik V was the best vaccine.122 

However, this is not a valid argument, since even those countries that prefer to use Sputnik V, 

such as Serbia and Kazakhstan, also use other vaccines of Chinese and Western origin. Again, 

the reports by RT and Sputnik were clearly in line with Russian authorities. President Putin 

also questioned the Congress' decision. According to the head of state, Russian vaccines are 

"very modern and without a doubt the most reliable and safe today," as reliable as the Kalash-

nikov rifle.123 

 

In Slovakia and Brazil, the questionable quality of the Sputnik doses delivered led to a delay 

in the use and/or importation of the Russian vaccine. The Russian state-owned media claimed 

that the criticisms of both drug authorities were "politicized decisions." The Brazilian Health 

Regulatory Agency Anvisa was accused of "stonewalling" and putting human lives at risk, 

                                                           

121 COVID-19 mRNA Pfizer- BioNTech vaccine analysis print, https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/govern-

ment/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1012207/COVID-19_mRNA_Pfizer-_BioNTech_vac-

cine_analysis_print_final.pdf 

122 Antiruske igre, (Fn. 19) 

123 Putin Questions Moderna’s ‘Best’ Coronavirus Vaccine Recognition, Themoscowtimes.com, May 6, 

2021, https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2021/05/06/putin-questions-modernas-best-coronavirus-vaccine-recog-

nition-a73831 
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while Russia sought cooperation "to end the Covid-19 pandemic," according to Sputnik 

France.124  

 

The objections of the Slovak ŠÚKL were also interpreted to be politically motivated. Sputnik 

Česká republika extensively quoted former Prime Minister Igor Matovič and the RDIF, who 

accused the authority of obstruction and lack of competence.125 The RDIF accused the ŠÚKL 

of "sabotage" because it had allegedly violated the contract by conducting its tests in a labora-

tory that is not part of the EU's network of official laboratories, "despite the fact that such la-

boratories exist," SNA reported. The RDIF then called on the Slovak government to send the 

first batch back.126 However, according to The Slovak Spectator, Slovak President Zuzana Ča-

putová said that the certification of the laboratory was not the reason why Russia had recalled 

the vaccine, but that Russia had another motive. The President said she had read the contract 

with Russia. According to the newspaper, one of the reasons was that Slovakia had not paid, 

another, that it was "a matter of honor" for Russia.127  

 

The reason of a "wrong" laboratory seems unlikely not only considering the statement of the 

Slovak President, but also because the report contradicts itself. When accusing the ŠÚKL of 

sabotage, the news report claimed that it was a deliberate decision not to chose an EU-certi-

fied laboratory, even though there was one. At the beginning of the same report, however, it 

was stated that "there are no certification laboratories in the Slovak Republic", so the vaccine 

was handed over to Hungary for testing, which has an Official Medicines Control Laboratory 

(OMCL).128 The account is contradictory and the accusations of sabotage and political ob-

struction are not substantiated by facts, but they achieve their goal of distracting from criti-

cisms regarding the quality of the Sputnik V vaccine delivered to Slovakia. 

 

Any accounts of Russia's supply problems were dismissed as disinformation. RT and Sputnik 

published a counterstatement in numerous languages to an article in the German newspaper 

Bild entitled "Sputnik deal actually dead". According to the Bild report, a supply contract 

with Germany was unlikely to be concluded because Russia would not be able to deliver the 

vaccine until summer and Sputnik V would no longer be needed then. The newspaper  relied 

                                                           

124 Le fabricant du Spoutnik V répond au régulateur brésilien qui bloque les importations du vaccin, Sputnik 

France, April 27, 2021, https://fr.sputniknews.com/international/202104271045527987-le-fabricant-du-spoutnik-

v-repond-au-regulateur-bresilien-qui-bloque-les-importations-du-vaccin/ 

125 Jsme na Slovensku, (Fn. 35) 

126 Sputnik V in Slowakei – Ungarisches Labor bestätigt Zuverlässigkeit des russischen Impfstoffs, Snanews, 

May 7, 2021, https://snanews.de/20210507/sputnik-v-slowakei-ungarn-labor-zuverlaessigkeit-impfstoff-

2004940.html 

127 President: Lab certification not the reason why Russians want Sputnik V back, spectator.sme.sk, April 15, 
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on information obtained from sources within the German government involved in the negotia-

tions. This is internal information from the government's Vaccine Production Task Force, 

which cannot be verified in this analysis. The German government had not officially an-

nounced an end to the negotiations, but Health Minister Spahn had "cautiously" expressed in 

April that a delivery after August would no longer be decisive for the situation in Germany, as 

sufficient other vaccines would be available then.129 The reasons given by Bild, namely 

"problems with raw material procurement" and possible impending delivery bottlenecks to In-

dia, cannot be verified either. Still, the dismissal of this information by the RDIF as "disinfor-

mation campaign" and "false facts" is not convincing, since none of the issues mentioned 

were refuted. The RDIF claimed to be able to deliver Sputnik V to Germany in June, and that 

deliveries to other countries were not affected.130  

 

RT set the Russian vaccine up as a victim of Western pharmaceutical companies: "Sputnik V 

experiences an active and well-funded campaign against the Russian vaccine attempting to 

discredit it in various countries. In the history of pharmaceutical industry, there have been nu-

merous documented cases of large companies using the press to attack competitors and create 

and exploit monopoly positions in the markets," RT DE stated.131 Yet, there is no evidence for 

this narrative of being a victim and the reference to the history of pharmaceutical industry is 

not very specific and not convincing as proof. The narrative of an alleged conspiracy of "big 

pharma" with "political circles" or "EU bureaucrats" against Sputnik V is widely used in re-

ports to explain why the Russian vaccine has not yet been approved in the EU.132  

 

  

                                                           

129 „Das Ding ist eigentlich tot“: Deutscher Sputnik-Deal mit Putin vor dem Aus, Fokus.de, May 9, 2021, 

https://www.focus.de/politik/deutschland/pruef-huerden-und-terminprobleme-das-ding-ist-eigentlich-tot-deut-

scher-sputnik-deal-mit-putin-vor-dem-aus_id_13278538.html 

130 Russland widerspricht BILD, (Fn. 26) 
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Sputnik Srbija: Russia on the campaign against Sputnik V: Our success disturbs the West. 

        Screenshot: Sputnik Srbija 

 

The Russian state-owned media spread different versions of an alleged campaign against the 

Russian vaccine. Sputnik Srbija reported that the George Soros Foundation together with 

Thomson Reuters and the BBC were behind the campaign. "Russophobic circles in the West" 

were unable to fight the pandemic and were thus "disturbed" by Russia's success in the fight 

against Covid-19, the Serbian editorial said, quoting Russian Duma deputy Sergei 

Zheleznyak: "We have been expecting such an attack on our country, and it comes at a time 

when Russia is demonstrating yet another victory, be it in the military-industrial sector, in ag-

riculture, technology, sports or the fight against viruses," said the member of the ruling Yed-

inaya Rossiya party. When Zheleznyak talked about an anti-Russian campaign, he was refer-

ring to Western criticism of Russia's disinformation about vaccines from Western manufactur-

ers - an interpretation that is highly controversial.133  

 

This is an example of the rhetorical stylistic device of "whataboutism", which means that the 

speaker distracts from an unwelcome topic by asking a critical counter-question. In the past, 

Russian state-owned media have repeatedly deflected accusations of disinformation by accus-

ing Western media of doing exactly the same.134 According to the German Wikipedia defini-

tion "the unwavering insistence on a whataboutism aims to preserve one's own sovereignty of 

interpretation, even when it is based on a faulty premise. This confrontational behavior stands 

in the way of constructive communication."135 The narratives of alleged conspiracies of the 

pharmaceutical industry or campaigns of the West against Russia are not supported by facts. 

Their aim is to distract from the problems with regulatory approval in the EU, i.e. the lack of 

data and poor cooperation with the EMA. 

 

3.2.5. "Black PR" and hack and leak operation to discredit competitors 

 

In Russia, deliberately spreading negative information to discredit disfavored stakeholders is 

called "black PR". As documented, this was regularly used in news reports about competitors 

like Pfizer/BioNTech, Moderna, and others. A major target of "black PR" are stakeholders 

critical of the use of Sputnik V, such as EU Internal Market Commissioner Thierry Breton. 

Numerous tweets from the "team behind Sputnik V" attacked Breton for his critical stance 

and were then quoted by Russian state-owned media. In April, the Sputnik team demanded: 

"Stop misleading the public with biased statements about Sputnik V."136  

                                                           

133 Русија о припреми кампање против „Спутњика Ве“: Запад иритира наш успех, Спутњик Србија, 

March 12, 2021, https://rs.sputniknews.com/20210312/rusija-o-pripremi-kampanje-protiv-sputnjika-ve-zapad-
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134 Spahn, Susanne: Russische Medien in Deutschland: Unabhängiger Journalismus oder politisches Instru-

ment? Potsdam 2018, p. 14, https://shop.freiheit.org/#!/Publikation/754 

135 Whataboutism, https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Whataboutism 
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Breton had said in an interview that the EU would have enough vaccines by mid-July to vac-

cinate 70 percent of the adult population. Breton was skeptical about a quick approval of 

Sputnik V due to the lack of "important data" and production capacities: "The Russians don't 

have large production facilities and are looking for partners in Europe, who are already run-

ning at full capacity", which meant that Sputnik V would not be available in Europe in "sig-

nificant quantities" before the end of 2021.137  

Earlier, Breton had said on French television channel TF1 that the EU had no need for the 

Russian vaccine. This had also triggered Twitter outrage, with the Sputnik V team accusing 

Breton of being "clearly against the vaccine just because it is Russian."138 RT disseminated 

these tweets, which repeatedly accused Breton of "political bias."139 As in the case of the Bra-

zilian and Slovak drug authorities, the EU Commissioner was accused of having political mo-

tives and of discriminating against Russia, while the authors of the tweets and media reports 

did not address the issues that were criticized. 

 

 Screenshot:RT.com 

Twitter activities against Internal Market Commissioner Thierry Breton, as quoted by RT, 

April 20, 2021 

 

The EMA also increasingly became the center of negative coverage by RT and Sputnik. Co-

operation with the European agency proved difficult in the beginning. In early 2021, the RDIF 

                                                           

137 EU will have vaccine doses for 70% of adults by mid-July: commissioner, RTE.ie, April 20, 2021, 
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told Russian and international news agencies that Russia had submitted an application for reg-

istration of Sputnik V to the EMA.140 In February, the investment fund announced that the 

EMA had reported progress and that Sputnik V could be registered in the EU in March.141 

However, this was apparently not the case: The EMA pointed out in a corrective statement is-

sued on February 10 that no application had been submitted for either the registration or the 

rolling review at that time.142 The RDIF then accused the EMA of spreading fake news, but 

later stated that the application had been sent to an incorrect address.143 Despite these difficul-

ties, the EMA started the rolling review of Sputnik V in March; the applicant is R-Pharm Ger-

many.144 

 

In general, the news reports by RT and Sputnik are not very understanding as to why the re-

view process takes so long, since Russia, according to their account, was cooperating with the 

EMA. The delay is explained instead by the pressure the pharmaceutical industry and politi-

cians exerted on the EMA.145 As an example of how the European agency allegedly bowed to 

pressure from Pfizer/BioNTech, Sputnik's English-language service used documents obtained 

through a so-called hack and leak operation, during which information captured in a cyberat-

tack against the EMA was published on the dark web. Sputnik also referred to these docu-

ments as evidence of how dangerous the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine was.  

 

Referencing the leaked documents described in the French newspaper Le Monde, Sputnik 

claimed that the high mortality rates were related to shortcomings of the RNA technology. 

According to the documents, there had been serious problems at the start of commercial pro-

duction, during which the amount of RNA in the vaccine had significantly decreased. Pfizer 

had tried to solve the problem by increasing the amount of RNA, but this had resulted in nu-

merous serious side effects. Nevertheless, Pfizer had heavily pressured the EMA to approve 

                                                           

140 Россия подала заявку на регистрацию вакцины «Спутник V» в Евросоюзе, Rbc.ru, January 20, 2021, 

https://www.rbc.ru/society/20/01/2021/6007f69d9a79477ff86dcf09#xtor=AL-%5Binternal_traffic%5D--

%5Brss.rbc.ru%5D-%5Btop_stories_brief_news%5D. - Russland will EU-Zulassung für Sputnik-V, Pharmazeu-

tische-zeitung.de, January 21, 2021, https://www.pharmazeutische-zeitung.de/russland-will-eu-zulassung-fuer-

sputnik-v-123195/ 

141 Европейский регулятор сообщил о прогрессе в регистрации «Спутника V», Rbc.ru, Febuary 9, 2021, 

https://www.rbc.ru/society/09/02/2021/60222a689a79474df6ed8d13#xtor=AL-%5Binternal_traffic%5D--

%5Brss.rbc.ru%5D-%5Btop_stories_brief_news%5D 

142 European Medicines Agency: Clarification on Sputnik V vaccine in the EU approval process, ema.eu-

ropa.eu, Febuary 10, 2021, https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/news/clarification-sputnik-v-vaccine-eu-approval-

process 

143 Илья Ясный, (Fn. 86). - Wrong address? Russia denies mistake in EU vaccine application, Reuters.com, 

Febuary 19, 2021, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-russia-vaccine-eu/confusion-over-rus-

sias-eu-vaccine-approval-bid-could-be-result-of-misdirected-application-idUSKBN2AJ1VT 

144 EMA starts rolling review of the Sputnik V COVID-19 vaccine, ema.europe.eu, April 3, 2021, 

https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/news/ema-starts-rolling-review-sputnik-v-covid-19-vaccine 

145 Russland widerspricht BILD, (Fn. 26) 

https://www.rbc.ru/society/20/01/2021/6007f69d9a79477ff86dcf09#xtor=AL-%5Binternal_traffic%5D--%5Brss.rbc.ru%5D-%5Btop_stories_brief_news%5D
https://www.rbc.ru/society/20/01/2021/6007f69d9a79477ff86dcf09#xtor=AL-%5Binternal_traffic%5D--%5Brss.rbc.ru%5D-%5Btop_stories_brief_news%5D
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the vaccine. "If the leaked material is authentic, one may wonder why the European agency is 

lobbying the interests of a vaccine manufacturer despite obvious health risks," Sputnik con-

cluded.146 

 

The EMA announced in mid-January 2021 that confidential documents surrounding the 

Pfizer/BioNTech evaluation had been stolen and acknowledged to Le Monde that the docu-

ments reflected problems that had actually occurred.147 During the transition to commercial 

manufacturing, the degree of RNA integrity had decreased significantly, which was criticized 

by the EMA. Sputnik’s quote of the criticism was thus correct. But then it omitted the crucial 

information of the Le Monde article and added wrong information.  

Adjusting the manufacturing process to increase the RNA level had apparently not affected 

the safety of the vaccine: "Upon request, the EMA confirmed that the quality issue was subse-

quently resolved. The agency also asserts that the current specifications for the RNA level are 

"considered scientifically justified and acceptable." It was unlikely, for example, that these 

truncated RNA molecules could be transformed into proteins or peptides and then have unde-

sirable effects," Le Monde stated.148 So, there is no confirmation of the severe side effects 

Sputnik had mentioned. 

The Le Monde article also points out that despite the urgency, the EMA had waited with the 

approval until the quality issues were resolved. It is thus not correct that the agency gave in to 

pressure from Pfizer/BioNTech and registered the vaccine prematurely. Sputnik also omits 

another important detail: According to Le Monde's research, it is very likely that Russia was 

behind the hacking attack. "The files were retrieved from Rutor: "Ru" for Russia and "tor" 

like the web browser for anonymous web surfing, which could lend credibility to the idea of a 

Russophile or Russian state hacker." According to the French newspaper, "Jean-Michel Doan, 

cybercrime specialist at Sekoia, an IT security company, explains: "This type of hacking tac-

tics, with data theft and subsequent leak, has been practiced by Russian agents (see Guccifer 

2.0 or the case of the World Anti-Doping Agency)."149 By publishing selective facts and mis-

representations, Sputnik tried to discredit the EMA by showing that it was more committed to 

the interests of the pharmaceutical lobby than to the health of citizens. It is unclear whether 

the leaked information was captured by Russia itself. 

 

3.2.6.  Manipulative use of images 

 

                                                           

146 Is Pfizer Quietly Targeting, (Fn. 18) 

147 Lise Barnéoud: Ce que disent les documents sur les vaccins anti-Covid-19 volés à l’Agence européenne 

des medicaments, Lemonde.fr, January 16, 2021, https://www.lemonde.fr/planete/article/2021/01/16/vaccins-ce-

que-disent-les-documents-voles-a-l-agence-europeenne-des-medicaments_6066502_3244.html 

148 Ibidem 

149 Ibidem 

https://www.lemonde.fr/signataires/lise-barneoud/
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The Russian state-owned media use suggestive images to reinforce their messages. The activi-

ties of stakeholders who support the use of Sputnik V are thus enhanced, as in the case of Sax-

ony's Minister-President Michael Kretschmer's trip to Moscow in April 2021. While there, 

Kretschmer pre-ordered 30 million doses of the Russian vaccine for Germany, speaking to 

President Putin on the phone from the residence of the German ambassador in Moscow. SNA 

used this photo to illustrate its article: 

 

 Screenshot: SNA 

 Screenshot: Zeit.de 

Though the fact that it was a phone call is mentioned in the title, the contact is visually up-

graded with a photo of Kretschmer's face-to-face meeting with Putin at the 2019 St. Peters-

burg Economic Forum. In Germany, the publication of the photo of the phone call was met 
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with critical comments such as "Did he seriously fly to Moscow just to have a local call with 

an autocrat?"150 

 

In some languages, the Sputnik news agency offers special thematic dossiers with all articles 

relating to the Sputnik V vaccine, such as the dossier titled "The Russian Vaccine Against 

Covid-19 Conquers the World" on the website of Sputnik Česká republika. The text empha-

sizes the vaccine's high effectiveness. The misrepresentation that Russia had applied for regis-

tration in the EU in January was still online in August 2021.151 

 

 Screenshot:  
"Sputnik V Conquers the World" - a thematic dossier on the Czech Sputnik website.          Sputnik Česká repub-

lika 
 

The homepage of the Kazakh edition of Sputnik features a banner saying "Learn more about 

vaccinations", which leads to informational articles. This banner headline alternates with a 

picture of Sputnik V. This is a direct advertisement for the Russian vaccine coupled with edi-

torial content.152 According to German law, advertisements must be clearly separated from 

editorial content, since so-called surreptitious advertising deceives consumers, as it is not eas-

ily identifiable as advertisement.153 

 

                                                           

150 Martin Machowecz: Telefonaudienz beim Autokraten, zeit.de, April 23, 2021, https://www.zeit.de/poli-

tik/deutschland/2021-04/michael-kretschmer-russland-besuch-wladimir-putin-corona-impfstoff-sputnik?utm_re-

ferrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.de%2F 

151 Thematic dossier of Sputnik V articles until August 2021, https://cz.sputniknews.com/20210811/v-rusku-

poukazali-na-prokazanou-ucinnost-a-bezpecnost-sputniku-v-15454027.html 

152 Homepage of Sputnik Kasachstan, June 21, 2021, https://ru.sputnik.kz 

153 See Max-Lion Keller, specialist lawyer for IT law: 

Redaktionelle Werbung - Ein Gebot der Trennung, it-recht-

kanzlei.de, April 30, 2010, https://www.it-recht-kanzlei.de/reak-

tionelle-werbung-trennung.html 

 

https://www.zeit.de/autoren/M/Martin_Machowecz/index.xml
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 Screenshot: Sputnik Kazakhstan 

Sputnik Kazakhstan advertises the Sputnik V vaccine on its homepage 

 

 

3.3. Evaluation of the news coverage by RT and Sputnik 

 

The analysis of RT's and Sputnik's news coverage in France, the UK, Germany, Serbia, Slo-

vakia, and Kazakhstan clearly shows that it is poorly suited to inform readers about the Sput-

nik V vaccine and its actual role in combating the global pandemic. Instead, the goal is to 

propagate the worldwide triumph of Sputnik V through media and thus boost its sales. This is 

not just a case of PR in the commercial sense, however, but also one of public diplomacy ty-

ing to strengthen Russia's influence in the world. 

 

The one-sided presentation of information in all news reports is a clear evidence of this: The 

Russian vaccine is presented in an exclusively positive light, while the Western competition is 

criticized to the point of defamation and accused of endangering the health of the population 

with a high mortality rate and serious side-effects. Stakeholders who are critical of the Rus-

sian vaccine are also subjected to "black PR": They are presented as politically biased, incom-

petent and/or following orders from the pharmaceutical industry. Stakeholders who speak out 

in favor of Sputnik V, on the other hand, are given extensive and positive news coverage. 

The journalists working for the Russian state use numerous methods of disinformation. Some 

of them are obvious, such as statements without proof, others can only be detected through 

thorough research. These include the selective use of facts, incorrect information and misin-

terpreted sources, like reports from health ministries and statistics. Conspiracy theories about 

the alleged fight of "big pharma" against Sputnik V and a suggested campaign of the West 

against Russia are highly manipulative and far from factual reporting.  

 

Russia is portrayed as a victim of Russophobic circles and "anti-Russian games" in order to 

distract from the real problems, which are abundant as the analysis of the international press 

has shown: the aggravated epidemiological situation in Russia with low availability of Sput-

nik V and difficulties with its approval in the EU due to lack of transparency and data, among 

others. Instead of addressing these issues, the Russian state-owned media dismiss all criticism 
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as fake news and attack critics with counter-accusations - often acting as mouthpieces for the 

RDIF and Russian politicians. The allegations in the sources examined were either not sub-

stantiated or did not correspond to the facts.  

 

The Sputnik V campaign presents Sputnik V as the world's first registered vaccine - a misrep-

resentation, as China had approved the first vaccine one month earlier. President Putin himself 

propagates this misrepresentation - even though the Russian government is aware of the facts. 

RDIF’s CEO Dmitriev and Gamaleya Institute director Ginzburg also use methods of disin-

formation that are disseminated internationally by the state-owned media. The problem of dis-

information thus goes all the way back to the leading stakeholders responsible for the devel-

opment and commercialization of Sputnik V. 

In all articles, Sputnik V is presented as the best or at least one of the best vaccines. Yet, by 

the end of the reporting period, no independent data were available to confirm the asserted ef-

fectiveness of 97.6 to 100 percent. Instead, RT and Sputnik construe a race of effectiveness in 

which they regularly announce a higher percentage of effectiveness than the one announced 

shortly before by Western competitors. Sputnik V’s global campaign of conquest, too, is rela-

tive: Sputnik V was approved by 67 countries worldwide by June 2021, but only eight percent 

of the contractually agreed quantity was actually delivered. Still, Russia's strategy of creating 

facts, especially in Hungary and Slovakia, is intended to demonstrate that the pending deci-

sion by the EMA and the WHO does not hinder the success of the Russian vaccine.  

 

The EMA and the European Commission are presented as the main obstacles to the vaccine's 

distribution in the EU and are regularly attacked via the Sputnik V Twitter account. The way 

the documents stolen during the cyberattack against the EMA are interpreted, however, shows 

that the argumentation is not reliable and the probable origin of the hackers from Russia is 

concealed. The Russian state-owned media as well as the RDIF rely on an aggressive defense 

strategy, not on transparent and open dialogue. This undermines rather than strengthens trust 

in Sputnik V. It is quite possible that Sputnik V is an effective vaccine - this should be 

demonstrated through comprehensive documentation which can be verified by independent 

experts. In addition, Russia would have to guarantee during production that the exported vac-

cines indeed have the specified properties - neither of which is the case so far. The Russian 

state-owned media would also instill more trust if they adhered to journalistic standards. As 

things stand, Russia's claim to leadership in the global fight against the epidemic cannot be 

credibly maintained. Statistics rank Sputnik V in the 5th place in terms of orders compared to 

other vaccines worldwide, but only eight percent of agreed exports have actually been deliv-

ered. Russia's claim has so far fallen short of reality.  

The Sputnik V campaign should be seen in the context of the general coverage of the Corona 

crisis. From the beginning, the Russian state-owned media portrayed Western authorities and 

governments as incapable of handling the challenges. They spoke of catastrophic conditions 

in which citizens were harassed and deprived of their rights through allegedly nonsensical 

measures, while politicians expanded their power. "The system" served the pharmaceutical 
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industry and the political elite, while people suffered.154 Russia on the other hand, and Presi-

dent Putin in particular, are portrayed as effective managers of the crisis. The people in Russia 

were able to enjoy their freedom, while the ongoing lockdown in Western Europe was shack-

ling society, they suggested.155 The collapse of "the system" is repeatedly predicted, for exam-

ple in Germany. With their polarizing presentation of information, the reports attack Western 

European democracies and present the authoritarian Russian system as the better alterna-

tive.156 Russian aid campaigns, such as in Italy in March 2020 and the Sputnik V campaign 

that started in early 2021, are intended to improve Russia's reputation. The use of "black PR" 

and disinformation shows that the latter is clearly directed against the West, while forces per-

ceived as pro-Russian are given a media boost. As documented in this analysis, Russia is us-

ing dubious methods to try to expand its influence in the post-Soviet regions, in the Balkans, 

and in Western Europe. 

 

 

3.4. Evaluation of the Sputnik V campaign as a form of Russian soft power 

 

The examination of the international press shows to what extent Russia’s attempts to exert in-

fluence have been successful. The analysis provides different answers to the question of how 

the Sputnik V campaign as a form of Russian soft power should be evaluated and whether it 

has actually improved relations with the examined countries. Kazakhstan and Serbia are 

among the countries in which Sputnik V played a positive role for a short time. The Russian 

vaccine was apparently used without any problems and cooperation with the respective gov-

ernments and authorities seems to have worked. In the case of Kazakhstan, however, it should 

be noted that with 2.6 percent157, only a small fraction of the ordered quantity was actually de-

livered. Considering the fact that Kazakhstan's own vaccine QazVac has been primarily used 

since April 2021, Sputnik V is expected to play a rather small role due to low production ca-

pacities in Karaganda. 

 

The same is true for Serbia. Here, Sputnik V played a positive role in the first half of 2021, 

which the Serbian government used for its own political goal of expanding Serbia's influence 

in the region. However, due to Vučić's unpopular measures, especially financial disadvantages 

for people who refuse to be vaccinated, it is questionable whether this success will last. It is 

                                                           

154 As an example: Corona: "Die Epidemie, die nie da war" – Dr. med. Claus Köhnlein, RT Deutsch, March, 

20 2020, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TzTr_RjtgUk 

155 As an example: Russland ohne Lockdown: Die Freiheit des Ostens. 5 Fragen an den Chefredakteur, 

Snanews.de, January, 18 2021, https://snanews.de/20210118/russland-corona-politik-574023.html 

156 Spahn, Susanne: Russische Auslandsmedien zeigen Deutschland und die EU als hilflos und repressiv, Ta-

gespiegel online, Arpil 23, 2020, https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/informationskrieg-in-der-corona-krise-rus-

sische-auslandsmedien-zeigen-deutschland-und-die-eu-als-hilflos-und-repressiv/25767588.html 

157 Own calculation based on the ordered quantity of 2 million doses of Sputnik V and the 52,000 doses actually 

delivered. For figures see The Diplomat and Astana Times (Fn. 59, 69) 

https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/informationskrieg-in-der-corona-krise-russische-auslandsmedien-zeigen-deutschland-und-die-eu-als-hilflos-und-repressiv/25767588.html
https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/informationskrieg-in-der-corona-krise-russische-auslandsmedien-zeigen-deutschland-und-die-eu-als-hilflos-und-repressiv/25767588.html
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equally uncertain whether Serbia's influence in the Balkan states will grow stronger. When the 

positive effects of free travel to the EU cease to apply to people vaccinated with Sputnik V, 

demand for the Russian vaccine made in Serbia will probably also decline. 

 

Germany and Slovakia occupy an intermediate position. Due to the great interest and willing-

ness to cooperate among members of government and regional heads of government featured 

in the media (the trips of Slovak Prime Minister Matovič and Saxony’s Minister-President 

Kretschmer to Moscow are prominent examples), there would have been a chance to improve 

these countries’ relations with Russia. In Germany, all parties agreed in spring 2021 that Sput-

nik V would be welcome after its approval by the EMA. Due to Russia's reluctance to cooper-

ate with the EMA, the continued lack of data, and missing information about R-Pharm's deliv-

ery capabilities in Bavaria, however, this opportunity was lost, as enough Western vaccines 

have been available since mid-2021.  

In Slovakia, Sputnik V has been available to the public since the beginning of June, but the 

preceding controversy over the safety of the vaccine and the government crisis have consider-

ably damaged the vaccine's reputation and have had a negative impact on demand. Since a 

large part of the Sputnik supply was sold or given away, Russia's contribution to the improve-

ment of the epidemiological situation in Slovakia is minimal. Instead, maximum political 

damage has been done: The government has split and the ŠÚKL was discredited not only by 

RT and Sputnik, but also by the Slovak Minister of Finance Matovič. Here, too, Russia could 

have defused the situation by providing the Slovak government and drug authority with the 

necessary data. Instead, the RDIF and the Russian state-owned media contributed to the polar-

ization by slandering the ŠÚKL and dismissing its criticism as fake news without discussing it 

objectively. While the opportunity to improve bilateral relations through soft power was 

simply missed in Germany, the controversy over Sputnik V in Slovakia actively contributed 

to the destabilization of the country. In both cases, Russia squandered the opportunity to posi-

tively influence relations through its own fault. 

 

France and Great Britain are among the countries in which Russia has the least prospects of 

positively influencing relations through soft power. While French President Macron has ex-

pressed a general willingness to cooperate, the French Minister of Foreign Affairs and the 

Secretary of State for European affairs are highly critical of the political impact of vaccine di-

plomacy and its damage to the EU's solidarity. Similar to Germany, the use of Sputnik in 

France has so far been ruled out due to the lack of approval from the EMA. In the UK, politi-

cal reservations regarding the vaccine are strong and reflect the tense relationship with Russia. 

Because the UK produces and exports its own vaccine (AstraZeneca), Sputnik V is predomi-

nantly seen as a competitor. This could change if the RDIF succeeds in convincing the British 

of a joint production with AstraZeneca. However, this seems unlikely after Russian state-
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owned media such as the TV station Russia-1 claimed that the British vaccine turned people 

into monkeys.158  

The Sputnik V campaign has had very mixed results: On the one hand, there have been posi-

tive effects in Serbia and Kazakhstan. On the other hand, the question of Sputnik V has led to 

a polarization and division within politics and society in the EU. Slovakia was particularly af-

fected by this, but Germany, and to a lesser extent France, were also affected. While the ac-

tual benefits of the Russian vaccine largely failed to materialize, what it did was cause politi-

cal damage, as numerous politicians and some governments were willing to take special 

routes for the Russian vaccine and leave the EU consensus. This is a success for Russia, 

which was able to weaken these countries' ties to the West and expand its influence through 

Sputnik V.  

At the same time, however, this soft power approach is also counterproductive for Russia. In 

the EU and in Great Britain, the Sputnik V campaign ultimately created more skepticism and 

doubts than it eliminated. The Russian government is thus harming itself: It proclaims its sci-

entific advancement and lead over the West, but then relies on manipulation instead of credi-

ble information. Russia's claim to scientific and technological leadership is thus discredited 

and Russia is becoming a victim of its own disinformation. 
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158 Helena Kelly: Russia spreads fake news claiming Oxford coronavirus vaccine will turn people into MON-

KEYS - and portrays Boris Johnson as Bigfoot, Dailymail.co.uk, October, 16 2020, https://www.dai-

lymail.co.uk/news/article-8845937/Russia-spreads-fake-news-claiming-Oxford-coronavirus-vaccine-turn-people-

MONKEYS.html 

 


